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The Nichibunken symbol stands for flowing water. Through association with the nourishing power 
of water and with water as the source of life, the symbol seeks to conjure up not only an image of 
Japanese culture, to the study of which Nichibunken scholars are devoted, but also an image of 
the source of culture everywhere. Implicit in this flowing-water symbol are fluidity and life force, 
articulating the dynamism that defines Nichibunken’s scholarly style. The three lines shaping the 
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Sketch of Nichibunken when it was being designed by architect Uchii Shōzō.






 ・タクシーで約 40 分
ＪＲ桂川駅から
 ・ヤサカバス「1」「6」で約 30 分
 ・タクシーで約 20 分
阪急桂駅（西口）から
 ・京都市バス「西５」「西６」で約 30 分
 ・京阪京都交通バス「20」「20B」で約 20 分
 ・タクシーで約 15 分
※ バスはいずれも「桂坂中央」行き、「桂坂小学校前」
又は「花の舞公園前」下車で徒歩約５分
From Kansai International Airport
By Airport Shuttles (Shared Ride): 150-min ride from Kansai International Airport.
From JR Kyoto Station (Karasuma Chuo Exit)
By Bus: Take a Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus #21, #21A bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo.” Get 
off  at “Hananomai Koen-mae” bus stop (45 min.).
Take a Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus #26 bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo.” Get off at 
“Katsurazaka Shogakko-mae” bus stop (45 min.).
By Taxi: 40-min ride from Kyoto Station.
From JR Katsuragawa Station
By Bus: Take a Yasaka Bus #1 or #6 bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo.” Get off at 
“Katsurazaka Shogakko-mae” bus stop or “Hananomai Koen-mae” bus stop (30 min.).
By Taxi: 20-min ride from JR Katsuragawa Station.
From Hankyu Railway Katsura Station (West Exit)
By Bus: Take the Kyoto City Bus “Nishi #5” or “Nishi #6” bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo” 
and get off  at “Katsurazaka Shogakko-mae” bus stop (30 min.).
 Take the Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus #20 or #20B bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo” and get 
off  at “Hananomai Koen-mae” bus stop (20 min.). 
By Taxi: 15-min ride from Katsura Station West exit.










































































































































阪急京都線 Hankyu Railway, Kyoto Line
阪急京都線 Hankyu Railway, Kyoto Line
JR東海道本線（京都線）JR Tokaido Main Line (Kyoto Line)
JR東海道本線（京都線）
JR Tokaido Main Line (Kyoto Line)
関空特急「はるか」
Kansai Airport Limited Express (Haruka)
乗合いタクシー  Airport Shuttles
阪急京都線




























































































2020 年 7 月
所 長　井上 章一
2 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
The International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) was founded in 1987. Devoted to 
interdisciplinary and comprehensive research on Japanese culture from an international perspective, it is 
an inter-university research institute supported by government funds.
 　　Until now, the study of Japanese culture has for the most part been pursued within Japan, and has 
largely been led by scholars born and bred in Japan. In this sense, we might regard Japan as the home of 
research on Japanese culture. This is not to say that there are no scholars of Japan active overseas. On the 
contrary, overseas scholars have contributed a not insignificant volume of research. The study of Japan 
overseas has frequently served, moreover, as a stimulus to research here in Japan. It has at times served to 
reposition research, which has a tendency to become insular and introverted.
 　　This is precisely why we aim for the internationalization of research. The diverse forms of research 
conducted overseas have the latent potential to invigorate research in this country. We have always sought 
to expand opportunities for international exchange with this expectation in mind.
 　　Every year, we at Nichibunken invite ten or more scholars from overseas to join us. The team 
research projects we undertake at Nichibunken, too, have a quota for overseas participants. We also have 
numerous opportunities to host international research symposiums here, and our faculty have regularly 
travelled abroad to participate in meetings on Japanese cultural studies. We work with foreign research 
institutes to organize venues for joint discussion.
 　　At Nichibunken, we refer to these endeavors as “research support activities.” But it is not that we 
are simply supporting the endeavors of overseas scholars. Rather, we believe that such activities have the 
potential to enrich the research on Japanese culture being pursued within Japan. This is precisely why 
we have devoted ourselves to the creation of a place for international research. I myself have benefitted 
greatly from participation in such opportunities.
 　　The study of Japanese culture carried out in the nineteenth century in Europe and America was often 
called “Japanology.” It no doubt acquired that name because it was not bounded by disciplines. Research 
today, when it pertains to Japan, tends to be pursued in separate fields, and present-day scholarship, 
whether in Japan or overseas, has moved beyond the realm of Japanology.
 　　But the Japanologists of the past had virtues that today’s researchers have lost sight of. They had a 
vision that is lacking in research that is constrained by disciplinary frameworks. They had a breadth that is 
missing when research is divided by fields of specialization, as is the case today. We have long treasured 
the legacy of Japanology. That is why, since its founding, Nichibunken has advocated a “new Japanology,” 


























The International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) was founded in 1987 to pursue international, 
interdisciplinary, and comprehensive research on Japanese culture and to provide research cooperation and support for Japanese 
studies scholars around the world.
Roles
1. Research themes are established from an international perspective, enlisting the participation of numerous scholars from Japan 
and abroad. Interdisciplinary team research is the Center’s fundamental mode of scholarship.
2. Team research at Nichibunken is organized and conducted in a flexible manner, working within the three categories of Priority 
Team Research, International Team Research, and Foundational Team Research.
3. Nichibunken performs the role of resource center, providing information and bibliographical assistance to scholars and research 
institutions engaged in Japanese studies around the world, and offers research cooperation as needed. 
4. The results of research at Nichibunken are 
made widely available for the benefit of 
international society through books, scholarly 
periodicals, lectures, symposiums, and other 
means.
5. Nichibunken is the institutional home of 
SOKENDAI (The Graduate University for 
Advanced Studies) Department of Japanese 
Studies. The Department offers graduate 
instruction and guidance toward the Ph. D. 
degree.
 　The Center provides orientation and 
guidance on Japanese studies for Japanese 
and foreign graduate students who are 
affiliated with other educational institutions.
Purpose and Role
設置目的・役割
4 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
1）専門分野　　　　2）現在の研究テーマ
1) Specialized Fields	 2) Current Research Themes
Frederik Cryns
Professor, Research Division
1) Interaction between the Western world and Japan 2) I am 
currently doing research on the documents of the Dutch Fac-
tory in Hirado in the possession of the National Archives of the 
Netherlands. These documents offer a wealth of information on 
Japan’s foreign relations in the early Edo period. I am preparing 
Japanese translations of these materials in order to make them 










1) Japanese literature; 2) My research focuses on Genji mo-
nogatari, Konjaku monogatarishū, Tsurezuregusa, and other 
classics, and I am also interested in the culture of dreams. I 
am summarizing the team research project “Projecting Clas-
sicism: Visuality, Popularity, and Modernity” and expanding 
its scope for a new phase of research. The project explores 










Professor, Office of Digital Resources, Publications, and Public Information
1) Modern Japanese History; 2) I have been studying the 
modern history of the Ise shrines for a few years. I am now 
interested especially in Ise’s pleasure quarters and the linkage 
between the modern imperial institution and Ise amulets. I am 










1)  History of manners and customs; 2) My research traces the 
ways our lifestyles have changed under the impact of mod-
ernization. I try to shed light on phenomena that cannot be ad-
equately treated by the usual social scientific explanations. This 









1) History of Japanese and Korean relations; 2) I am currently stud-
ying medical care and sanitation policy in Korea under Japanese 
rule. Particularly through the activities of the famous bacteriologist 
Shiga Kiyoshi, famous for discovering the dysentery bacterium, I 
examine relations between Japanese doctors and Korean society as 
well as world changes in medical research centered on the United 










1) Constitutional history; comparative legal history; 2) I study 
the formation and development of the Meiji constitutional 
system from the standpoint of the history of intellectual soci-
ety and international relations. By approaching the history of 
Japan’s constitution from both inside and outside, rather than 
simply as a phenomenon of one country, I hope the results of 






















































































































Assistant Professor, Research Division
1) Japanese medieval history; 2) Examining the images of the 
ikki as recounted in tales of the medieval and early modern peri-
od (war tales and tales of uprisings etc.), I trace historical changes 
in the images and compare them to facts known from historical 
research. This research is aimed at clarifying the relations be-
tween the facts and fictions of the ikki. I also actively incorporate 










1) Comparative literature and culture; history of cultural 
exchange; 2) Utsushi and Utsuroi: Metempsychosis and 
Passage (ed.) is published in 2019. Modernity in Japanese 
Art and the Outside is currently being aired at the Open Uni-
versity of Japan. Recent publications include Kaizoku shikan 
kara mita Sekaishi no saikōchiku (Pirate’s View of the World 















Assistant Professor, Office of Institutional Research
1) Modern Japanese literary studies; 2) My research on litera-
ture focuses on the East Asian modern period, because I be-
lieve that only by embracing the pre-1945 overseas territories 
(gaichi) can you talk of Japan’s modern literature. I plan to 
pursue the study of what ultimately makes Japanese culture 
distinctive by incorporating the perspectives of such related 
fields as film, tourism, and education. 
Enomoto Wataru
Associate Professor, Research Division
1) Medieval history of international exchange; 2) My research 
focuses on relations between Japan and other countries from the 
ninth through fourteenth centuries. While Japan’s interest in diplo-
macy was low in this period, private or unofficial relations with 
other countries were even more active than before or after that 
time. As manifestations of that activity, I take up mainly merchants 









Assistant Professor, Research Division
1) History of Japanese performing arts; 2) My research 
concerns the study and digital archiving of the modern and 
contemporary history of Kamigata performing arts (manzai, 
rakugo, etc.) and Kamigata-style comedy (Soganoya-geki, 
Shōchiku Shinkigeki, Yoshimoto Shinkigeki). I am in charge 
of the digital archiving of 14,000 standard playing records of 






約 1 万 4 千枚のデジタルアーカイブを担当しています。
Isoda Michifumi
Associate Professor, Research Division
1) Japanese history; 2) I am studying reforms of the bakuhan 
system of the middle to late early-modern period. Following the 
Tōhoku Earthquake and Tsunami I began gathering historical 
material about previous earthquakes and tsunami in an effort 
to put the information to use in disaster prevention. Recently, in 
cooperation with local governments, I have begun to investigate 










1) Religious studies; critical theory; 2) I think we can observe 
something of the essence of humanity in the person who com-
mits evil acts while believing he is doing good. Isn’t it true that 
the concept of the divine as well as the phenomenon of bias 
(discrimination) arise out of such workings of the mind? This is 







Faculty1）専門分野　　　　2）現在の研究テーマ1) Specialized Fields	 2) Current Research Themes
























































1) History of the arts of manga; study of the creation of manga; history of 
modern literature; 2) I analyze the emergence of manga expression and the for-
mation of literary methods and aesthetics in the context of the social and politi-
cal historical background and of the media and art of its era. I use this analysis 
to reconstruct the educational curriculum and to develop teaching materials in 
the form of not only books but also e-learning resources that can be accessed 











1) Japanese medieval social history (documents in correspondence-style); 
semiotics; history of mentalities; history of behaviour; 2) After research on 
village documents (particularly those handed down to us in Suganoura) and 
on the theory of knowledge with reference to the philologist Keichū, my work 
now focuses on etiquette in medieval and premodern Japan, human behaviour 
and mentalities, specifically letter-writing. Comparative thoughts on European 
history also lead me to questions concerning the relation between epistemol-











1) History of Chinese thought; cultural interaction in East Asia; 
comparative culture; 2) My research focuses on the philosophi-
cal and intellectual history of China, placing it in the context 
of the East Asian culture sphere including Japan and Korea. In 
some cases, my consideration adds global viewpoints including 











1)  History of ancient Japan; 2) I study the aspects and signifi-
cance of the rise of the ancient Japanese state and compare 
them with the other states of the northeast Asian world. Also, 
through readings of the diaries and other old records written by 
members of the Heian aristocracy, I endeavor to clarify the true 










Associate Professor, Research Division
1) Japanese political and diplomatic history; security studies; 
2) The foundations of the security relationship between Japan 
and the United States were shaped in the 1950s. By examin-
ing the process in which both countries reached agreement on 
the provision of military bases and their management along 
with Japan’s rearmament, my research will portray postwar 










Assistant Professor, Office of International Research Exchange
1) Art history; art studies; 2) The history and current state of 
Japanese gardens created abroad is the topic of my research. 
Concentrating mainly on gardens in France and the United 
States, I am investigating these overseas gardens’ ties with 
Japan, as well as their relationship with other forms of art 








1) Specialized Fields	 2) Current Research Themes
Liu Jianhui
Professor, Research Division
1)  History of cultural connections between Japan and China; 
2) I pursue the mutual cultural influences and interventions in 
the modern East Asian region as a whole (including those be-
tween Japan and China), transcending one-country views of 
history and reappraising the region as a cultural community 
































































Assistant Professor, Office of Digital Resources, Publications, and Public Information
1) Japanese art history; 2) I am currently studying the in-
fluence of images of an ethnic group on Japanese society 
and their meaning from the perspective of friction between 
cultures, using as a key reference the Ishū retsuzō, a series 
of portraits of Ainu chiefs, painted by Kakizaki Hakyō of 
Matsumae domain. In recent years, I have also been studying 









Professor, Office of Digital Resources, Publications, and Public Information
1) Informatics; 2) I conduct research and development for 
visualization and analysis of information based on time. Re-
sults of this research are made available to the public in the 
form of the time information system HuTime, Web applica-










1) Comparative literature and culture; intellectual history; 
2) My current research interest is in exploring the history of 
Japanese sports in the Meiji era, in particular track and field 
sports, from the viewpoint of civilization. This approach is 
based on the assumption that Japan’s participation in the Stock-
holm Olympics of 1912 provided it with an opportunity to rank 










1) Modern Japanese literature and cultural history; 2) My re-
search deals with the various migrations of people (including 
refugees) over the Pan Pacific area between Japan and East 
Asia on one side and North America on the other in the pre-
World War II, wartime, and postwar eras, as well as the diverse 
movements in literature and the arts that arose in response to 










1) Informatics; history of cultural exchange; 2) I am engaged in 
the study of changes in the copyright law and their impact on 
culture, of the changes that occur in such traditions as Zen or 
popular culture when they are transmitted overseas and of the 
responses to them on the Japanese side, and of Digital Humani-










1) Japanese folklore; cultural anthropology; 2) I continue to conduct 
fieldwork in Japan and Micronesia in order to shed light on folk cus-
toms and human interactions as they relate to changes in practices 
revolving around such issues as pregnancy, childbirth, and medical 
care. I am also engaged in exploring how people have imagined the 
body and expressed it symbolically in iconography, from a perspec-










Project Assistant Professor (The Center for Transdisciplinary Innovation, The 
National Institutes for the Humanities) and concurrently Specially Appointed 
Assistant Professor (International Research Center for Japanese Studies)
1) Early modern cultural history;  2) I study early modern il-
lustrated encyclopedias, mainly the Kinmōzui, published in 1666 
(Kanbun 6). In July 2017, I launched the Early Modern Illustrated 
Encyclopedias database [on the Nichibunken website]. I also lead 
a series of seminars on “Shōtoku hinagata,” the kimono pattern 






2017 年 7 月には「近世期絵入百科事典データベース（試行
版）」も公開しました。また、京都の浮世絵師西川祐信による
着物雛形本『正徳雛形』についての研究会も行っています。
Faculty1）専門分野　　　　2）現在の研究テーマ1) Specialized Fields	 2) Current Research Themes
8 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Maekawa Shiori
Specially Appointed Assistant Professor, Research Division
1) Japanese modern art history; design history;  2) My 
research focuses on reception of modern Japanese art and 
design from the viewpoint of visual culture studies. I am 
currently examining visual representations of children and 








Project Assistant Professor (The Center for Information and Public Relations, 
The National Institutes for the Humanities) and concurrently Specially Appointed 
Assistant Professor (International Research Center for Japanese Studies)
1) History of music therapy;  2) My research examines the history of 
music therapy in the East and West and the cultural history of medical 
care. In recent years my research has been focused on Japan’s early 
modern and modern periods, and my sources are basically medical 
and music-related, specifically the primary resources of medical insti-
















Visiting Research Scholars and Fellows
A s an international research center, Nichibunken opens its doors to the world by inviting many scholars from foreign countries to carry 
out international and interdisciplinary research related to Japanese culture. 
The foreign scholars are classified as “visiting research scholars,” who are 
accepted for periods from three months to one year and receive a salary from 
Nichibunken, and “visiting research fellows,” whose income is provided by 
public and other foundations. 
　In addition to carrying out their own research, foreign scholars at 
Nichibunken take part in team research projects organized by Nichibunken 
and deliver presentations at seminars, forums, and international meetings. 
They also have the opportunity to publish the results of their research in the 
bulletins of Nichibunken. 
　We hope that the close collaboration of these foreign researchers with the 
professors at Nichibunken and other Japanese scholars will become the base 
for the further development of Japanese studies in the world.
1）専門分野　　　　2）現在の研究テーマ
1) Specialized Fields	 2) Current Research Themes
第 240 回 Nichibunken Evening Seminar
発表するアリステア・スウェール外国人研究員
Visiting Research Scholar Alistair SWALE presents at 























































 Visiting Research Scholars and Fellows
外国人研究員等
9International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Applications for Visiting Research Scholars
Information regarding applications for visiting research fellows will be made 
available on the Nichibunken website in April each year. On 1 April 2021, we 














Number of Visiting Research Scholars and Fellows per Academic Year 
2019年度滞在　外国人研究員・外来研究員出身地域
Visiting Research Scholars and Fellows in the Academic Year 2019 by Area of Origin
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
外国人研究員
Visiting Research Scholars
26 23 24 20 20
外来研究員
Visiting Research Fellows
25 26 25 35 26
第 330 回日文研フォーラム
孫 江外国人研究員による講演



















































































 Visiting Research Scholars and Fellows
10 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Name Field of Specialization Affiliation
Anna Dulina Japanese medieval history, Japanese medieval thought, Japanese religion ―
Nishino Ryōta Japanese history (from the Asia-Pacific War), travel writing, history textbooks The University of the South Pacific, Fiji
Kelly Foreman Musicology, dance Wayne State University, U.S.A.
Alistair Swale Meiji history, popular culture University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Lee Si-Jun Japanese narrative literature Soongsil University, Korea
Simon Partner Early modern and modern Japanese history, history of daily life Duke University, U.S.A.
Astghik Hovhannisyan Modern and contemporary Japanese history, Japanese studies Russian-Armenian University, Armenia
Liao Chin-ping Japanese philosophy, comparison philosophy Sun Yat-sen University, China
Li Jieling Literature Taishan University, China
James Ketelaar Japanese History with a focus on Religion, Intellectual and Visual History University of Chicago, U.S.A.
Zheng Yi Modern times of Japanese history Beihua University, China
Wang Zhongchen Comparative literature, modern Chinese and Japanese literature, history of cultural interchanges Tsinghua University, China
Massimiliano Tomasi Modern Japanese literature Western Washington University, U.S.A.
Nguyen Nam East Asian cultural studies Fulbright University Vietnam, Vietnam

















































































 Visiting Research Scholars and Fellows










Major institutional projects for the 
duration of the Mid-Term Plan・Priority
Team research aimed at embodying 
Japanese studies for the global age・International
Team research that opens up new 










A t Nichibunken, researchers from different countries and regions as well as in various disciplines team up for interdisciplinary, international, and comprehensive research on Japanese society and culture. Their work, while grounded in the basic scholarship 
of each discipline, pursues topics that tended to be marginalized previously and explores relationships and mutual influences between 
Japan and other areas from global perspectives, thereby aiming to open up the frontiers of solid yet innovative research in the 
humanities.
　Reflecting Nichibunken’s ideals, objective third-party evaluation has been introduced to verify not only the interdisciplinarity and 























































Research activity to which Nichibunken attaches special importance
12 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Research
Category Title of Project Project Leaders
Number of Team Researchers in Japan
Priority
Popular Culture as Social Movement ProfessorŌtsuka Eiji 4 0 9 1 16 7 37 7
A Theory of Culture during the Ōei and Eikyō periods: Between Popular 
Views of History on “Kitayama Culture” and “Higashiyama Culture”
Visiting Associate Professor
OOhashi Naoyoshi 2 0 4 0 8 5 19 1Assistant Professor
GOza Yūichi
Popular Culture and “Civilization and Enlightenment”: The Position and 
Role of Mass Media in the Turbulent Transition from Edo to Meiji
Visiting Research Scholar
Alistair swale 8 0 4 2 4 1 19 0
Reconstructing Modern East Asian Cultural History I: Focusing on the 
19th Century
Professor
liu Jianhui 9 0 10 0 10 4 33 5
Sports as Civilization, Sports as Culture Professorushimura Kei 9 0 4 1 6 2 22 2
International
Imagining and Developing Images of the Body in Medicine, Art, and 
Folk Religion
Professor
Yasui Manami 13 1 7 0 12 1 34 3Team Researcher
Lawrence marceau
The Creation and Development of Philosophy in East Asia: An 
Intercultural Perspective
Visiting Research Scholar
liaO Chin-ping 4 0 14 0 8 3 29 2
Living on the Frontier of the Japanese Empire: Migration, Travel and 
Cultural Representation in the Japanese Empire and East Asia
Team Researcher
araraGi Shinzō 2 0 8 1 13 0 24 4Professor
matsuda Toshihiko
The Japanese Colonial Empire and the Global Linkage of Knowledge Professormatsuda Toshihiko 3 0 6 2 9 0 20 4
Avidya on a Spider’s Web: Toward the Future of the 
Somatic Experience under the Ecology of Social Network System
Professor
inaGa Shigemi 11 0 10 2 7 3 33 4
Japanese Foreign Policy in the Cold War Era: On the Formation of the 
“Peace State” (1952-1972)
Visiting Research Scholar
HuanG Tzu-chin 3 0 1 0 11 1 16 0
The Current State of Shamanism and Divination: The Propagation and 
Development of Folk Beliefs in the East Asian World
Visiting Associate Professor
YOshimura Mika 4 0 5 0 12 1 22 3Associate Professor
EnOmOtO Wataru
Foundational
A Historical Study of Manners and Customs in Modern East Asia
Professor
liu Jianhui 4 0 4 0 12 4 24 1Team Researcher
saitŌ Hikaru
Formation and Changes of Correspondence-Texts as Seen in the Principle of ‘As If’
-Transpositions: The Term Monjo, Its Styles, Signs, Representations, and Intentions 
Professor
Markus rüttermann 4 1 4 0 3 1 13 2
Cultural Creativity in a Shrinking Society: Individuals, Networks, Capital, and Systems ProfessorYamada Shōji 4 0 2 0 11 2 19 1
The Scars of Post-war Japan
Professor
tsubOi Hideto 3 0 15 0 7 0 25 1Team Researcher
unOda Shōya
Japanese Style Education - from the Perspective of the History of Civilizations Professortakii Kazuhiro 2 0 10 1 5 0 18 1
What are Aristocrats, and What are Samurai? ProfessorKuramOtO Kazuhiro 6 0 8 1 12 6 33 2
Total 95 2 125 11 166 41 440 43
（As of May 1, 2020）
＊ NIHU: National Institutes for the Humanities





















































「運動」としての大衆文化 教授大塚 英志 4 0 9 1 16 7 37 7









アリステア・スウェール 8 0 4 2 4 1 19 0
近代東アジア文化史の再構築Ⅰ―19 世紀の百年間を中心に 教授劉 建輝 9 0 10 0 10 4 33 5




ローレンス・マルソー 13 1 7 0 12 1 34 3






松田 利彦 2 0 8 1 13 0 24 4
植民地帝国日本とグローバルな知の連環 教授松田 利彦 3 0 6 2 9 0 20 4
蜘蛛の巣上の無明：電子情報網生態系下の身心知の将来 教授稲賀 繁美 11 0 10 2 7 3 33 4
冷戦期における日本外交 :「平和国家」の構築を中心に（1952-1972） 外国人研究員黄 自進 3 0 1 0 11 1 16 0
巫俗と占術の現在一東アジア世界の民間信仰の伝播と展開 客員准教授吉村 美香 ・
准教授
榎本 渉 4 0 5 0 12 1 22 3
基幹共同研究
近代東アジアの風俗史 教授劉 建輝 ・
共同研究員




マルクス・リュッターマン 4 1 4 0 3 1 13 2
縮小社会の文化創造：個・ネットワーク・資本・制度の観点から 教授山田 奨治 4 0 2 0 11 2 19 1
戦後日本の傷跡 教授坪井 秀人 ・
共同研究員
宇野田 尚哉 3 0 15 0 7 0 25 1
日本型教育の文明史的位相 教授瀧井 一博 2 0 10 1 5 0 18 1
貴族とは何か、武士とは何か 教授倉本 一宏 6 0 8 1 12 6 33 2
合計 95 2 125 11 166 41 440 43























































13International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Popular Culture as Social Movement
「運動」としての大衆文化
期　間　2020 年 4 月～ 2021 年 3 月
代表者　大塚 英志
　　　 国際日本文化研究センター・教授
Most of the genres of what is now called 
“popular culture”—manga, animation film, and 
music—that is the subject of scholarly attention 
today were, in the 1970s at least, referred to 
as “countercultures.” As if resonating with 
the debates we once saw online declaring, on 
one side, that “Politics shouldn’t be brought 
into music,” and countering on the other, that 
“Politics is where rock music started!” there 
is a strong tendency in scholarly research on 
popular culture today to avoid the subject 
of both political and social context. The fact 
that “Cool Japan” is a government sponsored 
cultural movement is self-evident. Popular 
or “mass” culture is always inseparable from 
all sorts of political movements, and many 
examples of popular culture show themselves to 
have been unselfconsciously political or cultural 
movements.
　This team research project is intended to bring 
to the surface and evaluate various currents, 
and so demonstrate, for example, that aspects 
of popular culture such as manga and anime 
are not only “culture-of-resistance” type of 
movements from below but also “propagandist, 
activist” movements orchestrated from above; 
or again show the friction or collusion they 
generate; or indeed reassess popular culture as 
“movements” from within. What one can espy 
there is the dynamism of history, in which there 
is a split of the field into different parts which, 
while being a very new territory of research, is 
already uncertain about where it is heading.
　We need to break away from the folly of 
















































































14 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
The subject of Muromachi culture generally 
evokes images of either Kitayama culture or 
Higashiyama culture. The former flowered 
during the time Ashikaga Yoshimitsu was in 
power. It is known for the merging of the culture 
of the nobility and that of the samurai and the 
active introduction of Zen Buddhism and other 
elements of continental culture. Higashiyama 
culture covers the period of eighth shogun 
Ashikaga Yoshimasa’s rule, the Ōnin War and 
later. Distinguished for outstanding paintings, 
architecture, gardens, literature, performing 
arts, and artistic disciplines (geidō), it is often 
described as the wellspring of Japanese culture. 
The Kitayama and Higashiyama cultures are 
represented by the Golden Pavilion and Silver 
Pavilion, respectively, the former located in 
the western part of Kyoto and the latter in 
the eastern part. The two pavilions are strong 
icons, so firmly fixing images of Kitayama and 
Higashiyama cultures that understandings of 
“Muromachi culture” have become quite rigid.
　Our research focuses on the half-century 
period—sandwiched by these two cultures—
that extends from the Ōei to Eikyō eras, ruled 
by Ashikaga Yoshimochi and Yoshinori,and 
examines cultural phenomena of various sorts 
from multiple perspectives and approaches 
including history, literature (philology), art 
history, and intellectual history. The project 
thereby seeks to place this period clearly in the 
context of the cultural history of Japan and, in 


















Project Leaders	Oohashi Naoyoshi Visiting	Associate	Professor
	 Goza Yūichi Assistant	Professor

























































15International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Soon after the Meiji Restoration, the policy 
of  “civilization and enlightenment” was 
implemented. It could be said that this was 
introduced from the “top down,” and certainly 
the Meiji leadership understood the value of 
presenting Japan as a “civilized nation” to 
the Western powers. More recently, however, 
scholarship focusing on “civilization and 
enlightenment” as it took place from the “bottom 
up” has increased. This has included research 
on the emergence of nishiki-e newspapers and 
popular ko-shinbun, as well as the artists and 
writers who were engaged in low-brow (gesaku) 
culture prior to the demise of the shogunate. 
　Accordingly, this research project aims to 
develop a more rounded view of “civilization 
and enlightenment” as a movement and include 
a more thorough consideration of the impact of 
continuities from pre-Meiji Edo traditions. By so 
doing we hope to gain a deeper understanding 
of the cultural undercurrents that informed the 

















Project Leader	 Alistair swale
 Visiting	Research	Scholar
期　間　2019年 7月～ 2020年 3月、2020年 11月～ 2021年 1月（予定）
代表者　アリステア・スウェール
　　　 国際日本文化研究センター・外国人研究員			






















































16 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Reconstructing Modern East Asian Cultural History I: Focusing on the 19th Century
近代東アジア文化史の再構築Ⅰ―19世紀の百年間を中心に
Under the influence of  the nationalism 
widespread since the nineteenth century, the 
history of literature and the history of culture 
has been conceived on a country-by-country 
basis and constructed separately from anything 
outside or from other countries. This is true of 
the history of Japanese literature and culture 
as well as the history of Chinese literature and 
culture. Such an approach, however, violates the 
principles through which literature and culture 
arise; it also diverges from the actualities of 
history.
　As is well known, Japanese, Chinese, 
Korean, and Vietnamese literature and culture 
were closely linked and their literature and 
culture mutually influenced each other not 
just in ancient but in modern times. In ancient 
times, Chinese orthography and literature 
written in Chinese, as well as the traditions of 
Confucianism and Buddhism, formed the basis 
of that close exchange. In modern times with 
the advance of the Western powers and Western 
scholarship into the east, these four countries of 
East Asia observed the experiences of the others 
and supported each other as they groped toward 
cultural transformation and as they absorbed the 
impact of the Western culture and civilization 
sweeping over their whole region. When we 
consider the emergence and development of 
literature and culture in East Asia over the past 
two hundred years, therefore, we realize that we 
cannot appreciate the true historical processes 
that took place by dividing up the region into 
separate country histories.
　This team research project, by identifying and 
examining diverse historical cases of mutual 
influence and interaction, mainly between the 
modern literatures of Japan and China and 
through their cultural exchange, will endeavor 
to move beyond or sublate the pattern of single-
country historical discourse. We hope to present 
a new perspective and methodology to replace 
the previous historical discourse and create 






















Project Leader	 liu Jianhui
	 Professor

























































17International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Period	 April	2020－March	2023
Project Leader	 ushimura Kei
	 Professor
期　間　2020 年 4 月～ 2023 年 3 月
代表者　牛村 圭
　　　 国際日本文化研究センター・教授
Sports as Civilization, Sports as Culture
文明としてのスポーツ／文化としてのスポーツ
One could consider there are two types of 
sports: sports that have developed and evolved 
with the background of  the country’s or 
region’s indigenous culture, and sports that 
were introduced from outside through contact 
with other countries or regions.  Following 
the opening of Japan toward the end of the 
Tokugawa period, for instance, sports of 
Western origin were transmitted to Japan due 
to the encounter with the Western powers. 
In this background one could detect some 
sports, such as boxing, that sought to discard 
“savagery” by adopting rules, making such 
pursuits an intentional element of civilization. 
No less conspicuous are examples of sports of 
Japanese origin that developed—or evolved—as 
traditional jūdō transformed into international 
judo due to the inevitable contact with other 
cultures.  Understandably, there are “sports as 
civilization”—as contrasted with savagery—
but there are also “sports as culture,” that is, 
sports which, after having developed within 
the culture of one country, encountered outside 
cultures and changed with that impetus—or 
did not change or refused to change.  This team 
research project, while keeping in mind these 
two types of sports, attempts to discuss various 
examples relating to sports in Japan’s modern 
history, and to present thereby a new outlook on 




































































18 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Imagining and Developing Images of the Body in Medicine, Art, and Folk Religion
身体イメージの想像と展開―医療・美術・民間信仰の狭間で
Our research seeks to clarify the ways in which 
images of the human body have been conceived and 
iconized, and the ways those images and icons have 
been developed from early modern through modern 
times to the present. Our approach is distinctive in that 
it involves: (1) research integrating the humanities and 
social sciences and the natural sciences; (2) studying a 
broad spectrum of materials, such as icons and other 
representations, sculptural and other three-dimensional 
objects, rituals, and the performing arts; (3) analyzing 
images of the different parts of the body, clarifying 
how different parts of the body are hierarchically 
considered, and systematically structuring our argument 
to show how the body as a whole is conceived; and (4) 
incorporating gender perspectives in order to present 
new insights into this subject. We look at not only the 
traditions of East Asian and Western medicine that have 
deeply influenced Japanese medicine, but at images of 
the body in folk medicine, while also drawing on the 
achievements of anthropology. We seek ultimately to 
present material that will make it possible to reconsider 
contemporary society in connection with such topics as 
prejudice regarding physical abnormality and deformity, 





































Project Leaders	Yasui Manami  Professor
	 Lawrence Marceau  Team	Researcher
























































19International Research Center for Japanese Studies
The Creation and Development of Philosophy in East Asia: An Intercultural Perspective
東アジアにおける哲学の生成と展開―間文化の視点から
This research is “The Creation and Development 
of Philosophy in East Asia: An Intercultural 
Perspective.” It has two pillars: “Reception and 
development of Western philosophy in East 
Asia” and “Reinterpretation of Eastern classics 
through the modern intellectual system.” The 
research will examine the emergence and 
evolution of philosophy and thought in East 
Asia since modern times, and reflect on their 
contemporary significance. 
　We will explore the possibilities for new 
research methods and dialogue (East and 
West, within East Asia) through intercultural 
exchanges between phenomenology and 
Japanese philosophy, philosophy of life and 
Japanese philosophy, political philosophy 
and Japanese philosophy. In the process, we 
will also work on modern interpretations of 
the Chinese (Eastern) classics through an 
intellectual framework in which Eastern and 
Western thought is intermingled. In response 
to the impact of the West, East Asian countries 
found themselves pressed to seek new directions 
in established scholarship and develop modern 
interpretations of Eastern thought. In the 
interpretations they articulated, we can discover 
their views of modernity, of the world, and of 
philosophy. Academia today needs to investigate 
anew the study of modern interpretations of 
classical texts from an intercultural perspective 

















Project Leader	 Liao chin-ping
	 Visiting	Research	Scholar



























































20 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Massive movements of people centered on the 
Japanese empire took place in East Asia in the 
prewar period. With the aim of shedding light 
from a new angle on migration and population 
movement studies, this research takes up the 
flows of people—in migration or travel—in the 
Japanese empire and East Asia to focus on the 
way people of compound ethnicity and migrant 
background experienced living on the frontier 
of the Japanese empire.
　While defining macro forces in international 
labor force movements, empire-colony relations, 
and international relations, we cannot depict a 
real image of the movements of people in the 
Japanese empire and East Asia without also 
looking at the migration and lives of people 
who evaded or were neglected by those macro 
forces. We take up in a comprehensive manner 
the diverse peoples whose descent, ethnicity, 
and habitations show the compound aspects 
of the “living on the frontier of the Japanese 
empire” perspective through people such as 
repatriated Sakhalin Ainu, stowaways from 
Jeju Island, Taiwanese residents in Manchuria, 
Koreans residing in Manchuria, Okinawans 
















Project Leaders	araraGi Shinzō  Team	Researcher
	 matsuda Toshihiko  Professor
期　間　2019 年 4 月～ 2021 年 3 月
代表者　蘭 信三　　国際日本文化研究センター・共同研究員
　　　 松田 利彦　国際日本文化研究センター・教授












































































The Japanese Colonial Empire and the Global Linkage of Knowledge
植民地帝国日本とグローバルな知の連環
This project, “The Japanese Colonial Empire 
and the Global Linkage of Knowledge,” is an 
attempt to grasp in a global context the body 
of “knowledge” formed in Japan and its sphere 
of influence (including Taiwan, Korea, and 
Manchuria) in the modern era. Specifically, 
first, it examines knowledge as formed in the 
Japanese colonial empire not only from the 
perspective of the home islands of Japan versus 
its colonies but also by analyzing the influence 
of knowledge introduced from the West, the 
source of modern knowledge for both the 
people of Japan and the peoples of its colonies. 
Second, the project brings together to engage 
in interdisciplinary discussion researchers 
who have previously pursued their work in 
such different fields as the intellectual output 
of universities established in the colonies on 
the basis of modern European disciplines of 
learning; the educational work of missionaries; 
the formation of international cooperative 
systems for prevention of infectious diseases; 
and the study of Western policies of colonial 
rule by colonial bureaucrats. And third, 
the project engages overseas researchers, 
mainly from South Korea and Taiwan, as co-
coordinators of the team to impart a thoroughly 
international coloring to the research.
　This collaborative research project itself 
is of three-years’ duration. In the first year, 
preparations will be made jointly by researchers 
from different fields who have previously had 
















Project Leader	 Matsuda Toshihiko
	 Professor





宣教師・マカイ George Leslie Mackay



























































22 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
We are now trapped in the “spider’s web” 
of the World Wide Web. The flip side of the 
illusion that we are linked to everywhere is 
the paralysis to our senses caused by our own 
dependence on the Internet, where we are 
bound hand and foot as “prey.” We, who are 
thus trapped, are wrapped in ignorance/illusion 
(avidya), a state described by Sasaki Shizuka, 
scholar of Indian Buddhism, as “net karma.” 
Accumulation of knowledge, which was once 
entrusted to the brain, is now entrusted to 
external devices “in the Cloud,” and the content 
of knowledge to be transmitted to younger 
generations as education seems no longer to be 
accepted as self-evident. 
　Meanwhile, attention is being focused on the 
area of practical knowledge acquired through 
physical activity as being extremely difficult 
to replace by artificial intelligence or robot 
technology. Such knowledge is embedded in 
the body and cannot be transmitted through 
textbook-like guidance. This study seeks to 
provide a future vision for dealing with the 
areas [of knowledge] that cannot be entrusted 
to the “Cloud” and are left as the “avidya” 
within the body caught up in the spider’s web. 
This task requires cross-cultural, international 
insight and interdisciplinary exchange of 
experience, as well as a comprehensiveness 















Project Leader	 InaGa Shigemi
	 Professor
期　間　2020 年 4 月～ 2022 年 3 月
代表者　稲賀 繁美
　　　 国際日本文化研究センター・教授

















































































23International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Japanese foreign policy after the Asia-Pacific 
War proceeded with a national identity of 
“peace state” (heiwa kokka) at its core. This 
study examines what meaning Japan’s self-
identification as a peace state had in the Asian 
international order, as well as how Japan’s 
relations with other Asian countries were 
reflected in the formation of that identity. It 
thereby explores the meaning of a “peace state” 
in Asian international politics.
　Previous studies of security issues tend 
to focus on Japan-U.S. relations; few have 
analyzed the relationships between the 
formation and maintenance of the Asian 
international order on the one hand and Japan’s 
foreign and security policies on the other. 
With recent progress in the declassification of 
historical documents, there is an increasing 
accumulation of research on Japanese foreign 
policy during the Cold War period, but research 
conducted in Japan rarely takes into account 
what other Asian countries see as Japan’s 
foreign policy.
　In an attempt to remedy this situation, the 
present study—covering mainly the time from 
the establishment of peace and independence 
in 1952 to the early 1970s and the re-adoption 
of Yoshida Shigeru’s postwar policy featuring 
the Japan-U.S. security arrangement, light 
armament, and the commercial state —considers 
Japanese relations with the rest of Asia in 
such diverse fields as politics, military affairs, 

















Project Leader	 HuanG Tzu-Chin
	 Visiting	Research	Scholar
期　間　2020 年 8 月～ 2021 年 7 月
代表者　黄 自進
　　　 国際日本文化研究センター・外国人研究員

























































24 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
The act of reading the will of the kami and 
spirits through various kinds of prayers and 
rituals occupies an important position in 
shamanism and divination.
　We will study aspects of folk development 
and religious phenomena of faith regarding 
shamanism and divination in various regions 
of East Asian in relation to their cultural 
and historical background. For this project, 
shamanism will include goryō shinkō, or beliefs 
in the spirits of the dead (such as at the Kitano, 
Gion Shrines) ; onmyō-dō or yin-yang, calendar, 
dreams, preventive measures against epidemics 
in town planning, religious rituals, and magic 
and other folk beliefs. The project will not be 
limited as in previous studies to fieldwork-based 
research in cultural anthropology and folklore 
studies. Divination will deal with ancient 
horoscopes, modern fortune-telling and the 
history of fortune-telling, among other things. 
In other words, the project goes outside the 
traditional frameworks to deals more broadly 
with folk beliefs including people’s “prayers,” 
divine messages, prophecies, illness, and 
festivals.
　The research will extend beyond Japan to the 
East Asian regions of China, Korea, Taiwan; in 
terms of time-span, it deals with the period from 














Project Leaders	Yoshimura Mika Visiting	Associate	Professor
	 Enomoto Wataru Associate	Professor
期　間　2020 年 4 月～ 2021 年 3 月
代表者　吉村 美香　国際日本文化研究センター・客員准教授
　　　 榎本 渉　　国際日本文化研究センター・准教授































































25International Research Center for Japanese Studies
A Historical Study of Manners and Customs in Modern East Asia
近代東アジアの風俗史
Japanese lifestyles have grown increasingly 
Westernized, the tendency being particularly 
notable in the way people dress. Tatami flooring 
is beginning to disappear from homes. In 
terms of diet, too, more and more dishes are 
introduced from abroad.
　Japanese cuisine, however, includes many 
native ingredients, and quite a few foods have 
developed as hybrids of originally Western 
dishes. Chinese food, too, is much favored. 
In the architecture of homes the presence of 
traditional carpentry is gradually fading, and 
forms influenced by Western architecture are 
widespread. As is true in the case of clothing, 
the influence of Chinese civilization is seldom 
apparent. One of the more firmly lingering 
Japanese traditions is that of removing footwear 
on interior floors, but donning of Japanese-
style dress is unknown except for some formal 
occasions and some pleasure outings.
　The tide of  Westernization since the 
nineteenth century has enveloped other parts 
of East Asia as well. We will investigate the 
changes in food, clothing, shelter, and lifestyles 
that have taken place in each area of East 
Asia, and consider how these changes compare 
with the case of modern Japan. We plan to 
identify what differences and characteristics of 

















Project Leaders	liu Jianhui      Professor
	 saitō Hikaru  Team	Researcher
























































26 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Period	 April	2019－March	2022
Project Leader	 Markus Rüttermann
	 Professor
期　間　2019 年 4 月～ 2022 年 3 月
代表者　マルクス・リュッターマン
　　　 国際日本文化研究センター・教授
Our team aims to examine the meaning of the 
term monjo (lit., “texts and notes,” often trans-
lated as documents). Besides the term itself, 
the content and gestalt of these texts transmit 
meaning, signs, and mentalities in media-
specific ways as reflected in primary artefacts 
as well as in essays, literature, copies, ency-
clopaedias, records, paragons school booklets, 
drawings and pictures, and rituals. The study 
group will try to apply the “as if”—or “trans-
position”—principle to an interdisciplinary 
semiotic precis of these specifics in “texts and 
notes” written or read in Japanese, deriving 
from the China-Korea Sino-logographic com-
munication sphere. The description by some 
scholars of monjo as “addressed correspond-
ence,” suggests a fruitful perspective. My col-
leagues and I will compare texts functioning 
as or styled in the manner of correspondence 
and handed down to us in European and Asian 
cultures in order to find comparable commu-
nicative ground on which to examine etiquette 
and mentalities, media, and communication 
developed over the past five thousand years. 
The principles of information and mutual un-
derstanding are also part of our concern. From 
the standpoint of the theory of knowledge or 
phenomenology, the mutual relativity of Self 
and the Other is to be an object of observation. 
The literature of written correspondence thus 
associates problems of intention (reading and 
misreading) and behaviour. We will also tran-
scend the boundaries between natural and so-
cial science on the one hand and cultural stud-
ies on the other. Cooperation among philology, 
philosophy, informatics, behavioural studies, 
and other fields of interest appears to be fun-
damental to our understanding of mentalities 
of communication. Finally, we hope to expand 
our awareness to differences and similarities in 
the behaviour of humankind and other animals, 
learning and culture, acts of mutual mind read-
ing, the term of freedom, and other important 






































































27International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Cultural Creativity in a Shrinking Society: Individuals, Networks, Capital, and Systems
The Japanese population began to decrease 
rapidly from 2008. The rate of aging has been 
even faster. In 2015, disposable household in-
come dropped to the level of thirty years ago. 
An increasing number of Japanese do not feel 
their lives to be affluent. Under such condi-
tions, various disparities have emerged in soci-
ety: between the well-off and the poor, between 
Tokyo and other parts of the country, between 
the four main islands and Okinawa, between 
“Japanese” and others, between the elderly and 
young people, between the able-bodied and 
the disabled, between sexual majorities and 
minorities, between the “global elite” and local 
people, and so on.
　In such times, what will become of culture? 
Is there emerging in Japan today something 
that connects to new ideas and values? Are 
there things that have not been produced due 
to institutional or social pressures? Social wel-
fare, promotion of local regions, and cultural 
creativity proceed while sometimes mutually 
exclusive, but how do they relate to individu-
als’ “life”?
　This project aims to visualize perceptions of 
the status of cultural creativity in a shrinking 
society by examining the expression of indi-
vidual “life” and relevant institutions, policies, 
regulations, and capitalism, as well as scru-
tinizing foreign cultural spheres as points of 
reference and the development of theory and 
criticism.
　日本の人口は 2008 年から急速な減少に転じた。高齢化率が高くなり、














Project Leader	 Yamada Shōji
	 Professor


























































28 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
This collaborative project reexamines postwar 
Japan from the perspective of the keyword 
“scars” (kizuato). “Scars” are not only symbolic 
ways to reconfirm what happened in the past 
(as “wounds”). They are also the space where 
the past and the present intersect, the past 
that can only be talked about in the present 
continuous tense because the past is still alive; 
painful experiences that are difficult to heal 
or impossible to forget mean the past has not 
ended, and remains incomplete. Scars are like 
the scab over a wound that may be peeled 
off and exposed by ongoing violence, and 
regenerated as a new wound. Postwar Japan can 
be understood as a time-space where countless 
scars are regenerated as countless new wounds. 
Scars as represented in literature and art, scars 
as seen in the struggles and setbacks of popular 
movement, our bodies and lives and deaths as 
controlled by medical and health policies.. .  
This study deals with a wide variety of issues in 
the postwar societies of Japan and other Asian 
countries that have had to live with these scars 














The Scars of Post-war Japan
戦後日本の傷跡
Period	 April	2020－March	2022
Project Leaders	tsuboi Hideto Professor
	 Unoda Shōya Team	Researcher
期　間　2020 年 4 月～ 2022 年 3 月
代表者　坪井 秀人　　国際日本文化研究センター・教授
　　　 宇野田 尚哉　国際日本文化研究センター・共同研究員






















































29International Research Center for Japanese Studies
After the Meiji Restoration of 1868 Japan 
launched a drastic revolution of its society 
under the leadership of the new government. 
Japan consequently achieved rare success in 
terms of improving its international status, 
and quickly caught up with the Western 
countries. This success can be said to be the 
result of the government’s development and 
management of human and material resources, 
and the centralized education system made 
an important contribution in this regard. 
This educational system, however, has now 
reached a turning point. Following the two 
“lost decades,” and with increasing exposure 
to globalization, the various systems that made 
Japan what it is have been drifting without 
a compass. Education is no exception. This 
study examines the past, present, and future 
of Japan’s education system since the start 
of the modern period, and investigates its 
contemporary meaning and significance in the 















Project Leader	 Takii Kazuhiro
	 Professor
























































30 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
In Japan, unlike China, and the Korean 
peninsular, the warrior class emerged and ruled 
for nearly 700 years. This historical fact has 
broad meaning beyond the field of pre-modern 
Japanese history.
　Our project first empirically studies the 
aristocratic element of bushi warriors in 
medieval and early modern times, and the 
mingling of the samurai and the aristocracy 
from the standpoint of medieval and early 
modern Japanese history. We then examine why 
such a warrior class came into being in Japan, 
how it became an important presence in the 
political, economic, social, and cultural fields, 
and how it was incorporated into aristocratic 
administrations, before eventually establishing 
its own administrations. These issues are 
analyzed from the perspective of ancient and 
medieval history.
　The samurai, violent and profane, but 
recognized also for their high aspirations for 
aristocratic standing and their flair for the 
performing arts, eventually became a key force 
in Japanese history. Where is that turning-
point? Through what processes did that turning 
point materialize, and what motives were 
behind it? These are essential questions for an 
understanding of the Japanese state.
　The study adopts an international approach, 
examining the universality and peculiarity of 
















What are Aristocrats, and What are Samurai?
貴族とは何か、武士とは何か
Period	 April	2020－March	2023
Project Leader	 Kuramoto Kazuhiro
	 Professor









































































































































32 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
T hese transdisciplinary projects are as defined under NIHU’s Third Mid-Term Plan (for the academic years 2016-2021). They shed light on contemporary issues and aim to develop new value systems for the humanities through the construction of new research-
related systems, which forge institutional links among universities and other research institutions both in Japan and abroad and also 
























































① Historical and International Research into Popular Culture to Pursue New Images of Japan
Representative: Inoue Shōichi　Director-General
　　This project aims to engage in chronological and international studies of popular culture and contribute to the creation of new 
images of Japan and Japanese culture, and thus re-examine Japanese culture as a whole structurally and comprehensively.Through 
this project, we will conduct international collaborative research on popular culture and gather materials relating to popular 
culture to build an audio-visual library, dissemination of the results of popular culture research, and contribution to educational 
programs featuring popular culture. We will build an international research network and promote the formation of advanced hubs of 
scholarship centering around the study of popular culture.
Multidisciplinary Collaborative Project
② Visual Images as the Intersection of Culture and Information
Representative: Yamada Shōji　Professor
　　Drawing on the results of previous research on the influence of Christian missionaries on Japanese culture, this project conducts 
research from the perspectives of language and the visual image. It builds and enlarges the Early Modern Illustrated Encyclopedias 
Database as a powerful information-gathering tool for research on a wide range of fields including literature, art, medicine, religion, 
and apparel and adornments. By gathering and analyzing visual images and vocabulary contained in books, our project seeks 
to show the role of books as the intersection of culture and information, and attempt to pioneer a new field of “comprehensive 
bibliographical studies” (sōgō shomotsu gaku).
Network-based Projects
③ Coordination between Projects to Make Effective Use of Research Results
Representative: Inaga Shigemi　Professor
　　NIHU is conducting three projects with Nichibunken and three other NIHU institutes to survey and study Japan-related resources 
scattered throughout Europe and the Americas, working in cooperation with the institutes that hold these resources. Through the 
interlinking of these four projects, the present project convenes workshops, holds exhibitions, and organizes other events within 
Japan and without concerning Japan-related resources in overseas collections, and publicizes their outcomes. In addition, it 
encourages training of the next generation of young Japanese studies scholars in and outside of Japan, and advances comparative 
research based on international collaboration. The project promotes the shared transnational understanding of Japanese culture.




















Unknown Mexican comics ‘historieta’
-Expression as folk culture-
【Date】	 December 7, 2019–February 25, 2020
【Place】	 Kyoto International Manga Museum Gallery 4
【Number of Visitors】	  35,483 (total number of the Museum visitors during the 
exhibition time)
The Grass-roots Movement of Art Nouveau: Literary Magazines 
and Design Education in the Meiji Era
【Date】 October 28–November 22, 2019
【Place】 Museum and Archives, Kyoto Institute of Technology 1F
【Number of Visitors】	 663
Modern Japanese Art Exhibition E-hagaki (Picture Postcard) 
Database (tentative)
【To be opened】 Summer 2020 (tentative)
【Number of items】 approximately 600 (to be continually expanded)
【Content】
Picture postcards of art works exhibited at pre-World War II art 
exhibitions in Japan such as the Monbusho Bijutsu Tenrankai, Teikoku 
Bijutsuin Tenrankai, Nihon Bijutsuin Tenrankai, and Nika Bijutsu 






2019 年 10 月 28 日（月） ～ 11 月22 日（金）
開館時間 ： 10:00-17:00（入館は 16:30 まで）　
休館日 ： 日曜 ・ 祝日
入館料 ： 一般 200 円／大学生 150 円／高校生以下無料
　* 京都 ・大学ミュージアム連携所属大学の学生 ・ 院生は学生証の提示により無料で入場できます。
主催 ： 京都工芸繊維大学美術工芸資料館／国際日本文化研究センター・機関拠点型基幹研究プロジェ
クト「大衆文化の通時的 ・ 国際的研究による新しい日本像の創出」


























Unknown Mexican Comics “Historieta”: Expression as Folk Culture
絵はがきの一例
（近代日本美術展覧会絵はがきデータベース（仮）より）
Postcards from the Modern Japanese Art Exhibition 
E-hagaki (Picture Postcard) Database (tentative)
草の根のアール・ヌーヴォー：明治期の文芸雑誌と図案教育
The Grass-roots Movement of Art Nouveau: Literary Magazines 





I n collaboration with universities and other research institutes, the six NIHU-member research institutes are engaged in building “visualization and advancement cycles of cutting-edge research utilizing museums and exhibits” as a research promotion model to 
drive research advancement and creation of new fields of research. 
   In line with the goals of this endeavor, Nichibunken, too, strives to make the results of its interdisciplinary and international Japanese 
studies research available for the benefit of society. In the academic year 2019, the following two exhibits were carried out in cooperation 






















































NIHU Interactive Communication Initiative
博物館・展示を活用した
最先端研究の可視化・高度化事業




The purpose of these seminars is to share various skills necessary for researchers engaged in the study of Japanese culture. Examples of such skills are reading and deciphering historical manuscripts, proficiency in other languages, familiarity with cultural theory, and so on.
I nternational Research Center for Japanese Studies Research Projects (Nichibunken Projects) fall into three categories: (1) projects conducted in accordance with Nichibunken’s founding purposes or its mid-term objectives and plans; (2) projects conducted either 
as part of NIHU inter-institutional research projects or as projects related mainly to international collaborative research on Japan-related 
documents and artifacts overseas; and (3) projects carried out with funds from outside sources (Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research, 















Perusing English Monographs on 
Japanese History Professor　UshimUra Kei
Reading Medieval Japanese Literature Professor　araki Hiroshi
Practical Korean Language
（Elementary,Intermediate） Professor　matsUda Toshihiko
Fundamental Research on Ancient 
Documents Professor　kUramoto Kazuhiro
Basic French Language (Beginning) Professor　inaga Shigemi
French Reading Support: Lessons in 
Essay Writing (Intermediate) Professor　inaga Shigemi
Introduction to Theory of Literature and 
Culture Professor　TsUboi Hideto
Study in Modern Historical Documents Professor　Takii Kazuhiro
An Introduction to Chinese Classics Professor　Itō Takayuki
Introduction to the Studies of Religions Professor　Isomae Jun’ichi
Practical and Theoretical Research in 
Mind-Mental Technique Professor　inaga Shigemi






外書の研究 所長 井上 章一（教授  フレデリック・クレインス）


















Compilation of the Database of Overseas Imagesof Japan and 
Analysis of Japanese Culture through Overseas Image Documents
Director-General　InoUe Shōichi
（Professor LiU Jianhui）
Study of Western Books on Japan Director-General　InoUe Shōichi（Professor Frederik Cryns）
Kaii  and Yokai  Culture Materials Database Project Professor　Yamada ShōjiProfessor　YasUi Manami
International Collaborative Research on Japan-related Documents 
and Artifacts Overseas:
Ongoing Research Project on Overseas Sources on Modern 
Japanese Migrants and Their Milieu: A Survey and Study
Professor　LiU Jianhui
The Reconstruction and International Expansion of Research on 
Classical Japanese Literature Professor　araki Hiroshi
Digital Humanities Research Project Professor　yamada Shōji
Development of a Field of Comprehensive Bibliographical Studies from 
an Interdisciplinary Perspective (Multidisciplinary Collaborative Project) Professor　yamada Shōji
Heian-Period Chronicles Database Project Professor　kUramoto Kazuhiro
Historical and International Research into Popular Culture to Pursue 
New Images of Japan (Institute-based Project) Director-General　InoUe Shōichi
NIHU Area Studies Project for Northeast Asia (Network-based 
Project) Professor　LiU Jianhui
Coordination between Projects to Make Effective Use of Research 
Results (Network-based Project “Japan-related Documents 
and Artifacts Held Overseas: NIHU International Collaborative 
Research and Utilization”)
Professor　inaga Shigemi
Issues Pertaining to State Theory Japan-style Professor　takii Kazuhiro
International Research into Japan's Ancient History Director-General　InoUe Shōichi
(As of April 1, 2020)
日本文化研究に必要なさまざまな能力を共有することを目的としたゼミナール






















































International Research Center for Japanese Studies Research Projects
国際日本文化研究センター
研究プロジェクト




Research projects led by tenured Nichibunken faculty members.
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Overseas Symposiums  
Nichibunken makes ongoing efforts to develop 
research activities and research cooperation abroad, 
and since 1995 has periodically held symposiums 
overseas. These symposiums are basically held 
overseas, but depending on the topic may also be held 
in Japan. 
【Date/ Place】  February 13–15, 2020, The Cornell Club, 
New York, U.S.A.
【Title】  On the Heritage of Postcolonial Studies: 
Translation of the Untranslatable
Overseas Networking for Collaborative 
Research 
“Overseas Networking for Collaborative Research” 
aims to enhance the opportunities for research-
related interchange between Nichibunken and 
overseas institutions and scholars of Japanese studies. 
Specifically, Nichibunken regularly organizes 
symposiums and other research-related activities in 
order to pursue its various research exchange programs 
abroad, and maintains ongoing exchanges with 
overseas institutions. In addition, Nichibunken faculty 
actively participate in symposiums and organize small-
scale gatherings at research institutions in countries 
where such types of interchange have been scarce in 
order to expand interchange with Japan scholars there. 
Nichibunken also sends its affiliated researchers to 

















Scene at the overseas symposium.
S ince 1988, Nichibunken has sponsored international research symposiums to provide 
opportunities for discussions with the purpose of 
advancing scholarship on Japan. Most of these 
symposiums have been organized on themes of team 
research projects that are conducted at Nichibunken, 
but some conferences have addressed the growing 
diversity, over time, in scholars’ problem-consciousness 
and research methodologies. In 1994, Nichibunken 
held the Kyoto Conference on Japanese Studies, 
in 1997 the Tenth Anniversary [of Nichibunken] 
Conference on Religion and Literature in Japan, and 
in 2007 the Twentieth Anniversary Conference on the 
Past, Present and Future of Japanese Studies. Lectures 
open to the general public are sometimes held as part 
of Nichibunken’s outreach program during these 
symposiums.
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協定先機関 締結日
ハーグ国立文書館およびライデン大学文学部（オランダ）
【三機関協定】 2016年12月 8 日
北京外国語大学　北京日本学研究センター（中国） 2017年 6 月26日
公立大学法人京都市立芸術大学
日本伝統音楽研究センター（日本） 2017年 9 月 8 日
漢陽大学校日本学国際比較研究所（韓国） 2018年 5 月20日
国立大学法人東京外国語大学大学院
国際日本学研究院（日本） 2019年 4 月 1 日
ブリュッセル自由大学（ベルギー） 2019年 8 月 1 日
ヴェネツィア・カ・フォスカリ大学アジア・
北アフリカ研究学科（イタリア） 2019年 9 月 1 日
学校法人京都精華大学（日本） 2019年10月 2 日
清華大学人文・社会科学高等研究所（中国） 2019年11月11日
ロンドン大学　東洋アフリカ研究学院（SOAS）（英国） 2020年 1 月23日
Academic Cooperation Agreement Institutions Date of Agreement
National Archives of the Netherlands and 




Beijing Center for Japanese Studies, Beijing 
Foreign Studies University（China） June 26, 2017
Research Center for Japanese Traditional 
Music, Kyoto City University of Arts（Japan）
September 8, 
2017
Global Center for Japanese Studies, Hanyang 
University（Korea） May 20, 2018
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Institute 
of Japan Studies（Japan） April 1, 2019
Université libre de Bruxelles（Belgium） August 1, 2019
Department of Asian and North African Studies, 
Ca＇Foscari University of Venice （Italy）
September 1, 
2019
Kyoto Seika University（Japan） October 2, 2019
Tsinghua University, Tsinghua Institute for 




SOAS University of London（U.K.） January 23, 2020
I n response to increasing calls for the promotion of team research and scholarly exchange through 
academic cooperation agreements, Nichibunken has 
promoted the conclusion of such agreements. Their 
purpose is to facilitate organized efforts in collaborative 
research and scholarly exchange between Nichibunken 
on the one hand and, on the other, universities and 
other research institutions at home and abroad which 
are of special importance for Japan studies. By the 
end of March 2020, Nichibunken has concluded 








With Kyoto Seika University President Oussouby Sacko (left) at signing 
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第 333回日文研フォーラム　李	市埈外国人研究員による講演
Lecture by Visiting Research Scholar Lee Si-Jun at the 333rd Nichibunken Forum.
第 262回木曜セミナー　発表する牛村	圭教授 第 238回Nichibunken	Evening	Seminar
発表するケリー・フォアマン外国人研究員Professor Ushimura Kei presents at the 262nd 
Nichibunken Thursday Seminar. Visiting Research Scholar Kelly Foreman presents at 
the 238th Nichibunken Evening Seminar.
Nichibunken Forum
Nichibunken Forum mainly aims to introduce to the 
public the results of Japanese studies by non-Japanese 
researchers at Nichibunken as a means of contributing 
to international exchange. Since its founding in 1987, 
the event has been held at venues in the central part 
of the city of Kyoto.
Seminars, Lectures, and Symposiums 
Nichibunken faculty give talks on themes based on 
their fields of expertise, and researchers from overseas 
give presentations on interdisciplinary themes in 
cooperation with Nichibunken faculty. Lectures and 
symposiums are held irregularly, but the following 
seminars are regularly scheduled.
●  Nichibunken Thursday Seminar
　 These seminars, where scholars give presentations 
on topics of the latest scholarly research, are held 
about once a month at Nichibunken to promote 
exchange among researchers.
●  Nichibunken Evening Seminar
　Presented by researchers from overseas in English, 




































































































































Yōkai shiki fūzoku emaki (Yōkai Pleasures of the Four Seasons; detail). 
Nichibunken collection.
Nedzumi no Yome-Iri (The Mouse's Marriage) (From Chirimen-
























































39International Research Center for Japanese Studies
LIBRARY
   The International Research Center for Japanese Studies 
(Nichibunken) is an inter-university research institute that 
aims to carry out international, scholarly, and interdisciplinary 
research on Japanese culture, and provide research support 
to Japan studies scholars around the world. In that spirit, 
this library’s mission is to build a wide-ranging collection of 
bibliographical sources required for the study of Japan and to 
make those sources available for Japan studies scholars in Japan 
and overseas to use in their research.
   The library also serves as the home library for the Department 
of Japanese Studies, School of Cultural and Social Studies, 
SOKENDAI (The Graduate University for Advanced Studies).
   The three-storied cylindrical library building was completed 
in 1990, and was put into service in 1991, with the subsequent 
addition of the Archives in 1995, Library Annex II in 2010, and 
Library Annex III in 2014. The library as a whole houses fixed 
shelving and electric-powered high-density mobile shelving 
that accommodate a total of about 600,000 volumes of books, 
as well as the rare book room, study rooms, group study rooms, 
and other facilities. Many materials, excluding some rare books 
and special materials, are available on the open-stack floor, so 
visitors can freely pick up and browse those books and materials.
Research Material Collection Principles
   Nichibunken calls books on Japanese studies written in 
foreign languages and translated works “Gaisho (Japanese 
studies and related books in foreign languages),” and strives to 
build a comprehensive collection of such works. This collection, 
a prominent feature of our library, enjoys a high reputation 
within Japan and abroad. The scanned images of rare books and 
materials, in particular, are open to public use on databases.
Other examples of unique materials include:
• Picture scrolls and other forms of pictorial representation of 
strange phenomena and yōkai (ghosts, monsters and spirits), 
such as Hyakki Yagyō Emaki (Picture Scroll of One Hundred 
Demons Going Out at Night) and Bakemono Konrei Emaki 
(Picture Scroll of Monsters’ Marriage)
• A collection of shunga (erotic ukiyo-e) and ehon (erotic 
ukiyo-e books), many of which were exhibited at the British 
Museum, including Fūryū Enshoku Mane’emon (Elegant 
Amorous Mane’emon)
• The Sino-Japanese Collection, mainly comprising books that 
formerly belonged to the Sino-Japanese Historical Research 
Center, and sources and microfilmed materials about the 
Second Sino-Japanese War and other historical events, which 
were also housed in the same center
• A collection of maps published in Japan and Western 
countries, which formerly belonged to Unno Kazutaka
• Picture postcards and travel guides of Manchuria, the Korean 
Peninsula, Taiwan, etc. under Japanese occupation
• About 10,000 standard play records of naniwa-bushi 
(rōkyoku), donated by a collector
• Japanese show business magazines, such as Myōjō, Heibon 
and Seventeen, around 1969 to 1972, at the peak of “group 
sounds” bands’ popularity
• DVDs of English-dubbed North American versions of 
Japanese animations
Usage of Library Materials
   This library not only provides researchers and students who 
belong to Nichibunken with research support services but 
also, as an inter-university research institute, is open to use 
by external researchers and students inside and outside Japan, 
who wish to use materials in the library’s collections. External 
users for the purposes of academic research, surveys, etc. are 
requested to apply in advance to browse materials housed in 
the library. All library catalogs and material lists are available 
on the internet, and can be searched from Japan and abroad via 
CiNii, NACSIS-CAT, OCLC WorldCat, etc. The library also 
offers interlibrary loan (ILL) services, whereby external users 
can request us, through other universities, overseas libraries, 
etc., to send photocopies of, or loan, materials owned by our 
library. Our library thus plays a role as an inter-university 
research institute, and fulfills the purpose of supporting 

















Rare Books and Maps on Japan in European 
Languages Database
怪異・妖怪画像データベース
Painting of Strange Phenomena and Yōkai 
(Ghosts, Monsters, Spirits) Database
「海外邦字新聞」データベース
Overseas Japanese-language Newspapers 
Database
　Beginning with the Japanese studies materials that 
Nichibunken has collected, we create databases of research 
findings and Japanese studies materials in the collections of 







































































































　“Global Network for Gender Studies in Asia”














Conference on Academic Exchange in the Pacific Rim―The Possibilities 






















































Consortium for Global Japanese Studies
「国際日本研究」コンソーシアム
41International Research Center for Japanese Studies
T he Consortium for Global Japanese Studies is Japan’s first effort to meet the needs of 
university research institutes and graduate programs 
in international/global Japanese studies and encourage 
liaison and networking among them.
　The Consortium aims, through participation in 
joint research meetings and international symposiums 
relating to international/global Japanese studies, to 
serve as an intermediary through which to link the 
domestic research community to international research 
networks.
　In addition, by promoting joint research and 
holding international joint research workshops, the 
Consortium’s activities will help to build the academic 
foundations for international/global Japanese 
studies as well as contribute to the training of young 
researchers. The results of the research projects will be 




Graduate School of Arts and Letters,
Tohoku University
Graduate School of International
Cultural Studies, Tohoku University
An Interdisciplinary, Multi-national Network of
Research and Education on Japan Centered
at the University of Tokyo
Institute of Japan Studies,
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
School of Global Japanese Studies,
Meiji University
Research Center for International Japanese
Studies, Hosei University
Graduate School of Humanities,
Nagoya University
Ryusaku Tsunoda Center of Japanese
Culture, Waseda University
［Observer］
Deutsches Institute für Japanstudien
［Observer］
Kyoto University Asian Studies Unit
（KUASU)
Graduate School of Letters, Osaka
University
Art Research Center, Ritsumeikan
University
International Research Center for
Japanese Studies
The Graduate University for Advanced
Studies, SOKENDAI
Graduate School of Global Studies,
Sophia University





Workshops and a conference were held as part of the Consortium for Global Japanese Studies in 2019.
International Workshop “Global History and World Literature”
【Date】 June 1–2, 2019
【Place】  Osaka University
【Attendance】  74
Summer Seminar 2019 in Bangkok“Global Network for
Gender Studies in Asia”
【Date】  September 7–9, 2019
【Place】  Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
【Attendance】  65
Conference on Academic Exchange in the Pacific Rim
－ The Possibilities of Pan-Pacific Academic Exchange －





Naze kokusai Nihon kenkyū nano ka. Eds., Matsuda Toshihiko, Isomae Jun’ichi,
Enomoto Wataru, Maekawa Shiori, and Yoshie Hirokazu. Kōyō Shobō, March 2018.
Nihon kenkyū o hiraku. Eds., Tsuboi Hideto, Shiraishi Eri, and Oda Ryōsuke. Kōyō Shobō, March 2019.
Ekkyō suru rekishi gaku to sekai bungaku. Eds., Tsuboi Hideto, Takii Kazuhiro,























































Consortium for Global Japanese Studies








Books and articles by faculty and related persons at Nichibunken published by Nichibunken, 
commercial presses, academic societies, and other entities are collected at “Nichibunken Open Access” 








Japan Review　Nos. 1, 1990 – 34, 2020
Japan Review is published annually. It is a refereed 
interdisciplinary journal that carries manuscripts, research 
notes, review articles, as well as annotated translations of 







Nichibunken Japanese Studies Series
The series contains works such as personal 
research reports and results from team research, 
as well as monographs on collections of valuable 
documents. The authors are among the faculty and 






Nishida Shōichi, Yakudō suru “kokutai”: Kakei Katsuhiko no shisō to 
katsudō. Minerva Shobō, February 2020.
Hayakawa Monta, transcription and A. Gerstle, English translation, 
Tsukioka Settei 3 Onna dairaku takara-beki: Kinsei enpon shiryō 
shūsei VI (Collected Erotic Texts of the Early Modern Period VI). 
International Research Center for Japanese Studies, November 2018.




Nihon kenkyū　Nos.1, 1989 – 60, 2020
This biannual Japanese-language journal publishes 
interdisciplinary scholarship on Japanese culture that 
contributes to the advancement of research. Manuscripts 
received are to be refereed before publication.
 japan 
   review



























































A Retiree’s Chat (Shin’ya meidan): The Recollections of the
R. Keller KIMBROUGH
Pushing Filial Piety: The Twenty-Four Filial Exemplars
R. Keller KIMBROUGH
Translation: The Twenty-Four Filial Exemplars
Ruselle MEADE





(In 御即位大甞祭大典図案 大正之部, 
下村玉廣.
CONTENTS
PRINT EDITION: ISSN 0915-0986


























































List of recent publications
Information about all of the publications is available on the Nichibunken website.
Publications
出版物







These publications record the research 
findings of Nichibunken Team Research 
Projects. Team Research Projects are 
conducted by Nichibunken faculty 
members in conjunction with visiting 
faculty and associated researchers 
from other institutions.
長田俊樹編『日本語「起源」論の歴史と展望―日本語の起
源はどのように論じられてきたか』三省堂、2020 年 3 月
坪井秀人編『戦後日本文化再考』三人社、2019 年 10 月
稲賀繁美編『映しと移ろい―文化伝播の器と蝕変の実相』
花鳥社、2019 年 9 月
Osada Toshiki, ed., Nihongo “kigen” ron no rekishi to tenbō: Ni-
hongo no kigen wa donoyō ni ronjirarete kita ka. Sanseidō, March 
2020.
Tsuboi Hideto, ed., Sengo Nihon bunka saikō. Sanninsha, October 
2019.
Inaga Shigemi, ed., Utsushi to utsuroi: Bunka denpa no utsuwa to 





ジウム 51）2018 年 10 月
Patricia Fister, editorial supervision, Reevaluating Translation as 
a Driving Force of Scholarship, International Symposium 52. 
February 2019.
Matsuda Toshihiko, ed., Knowledge and Power in the Japanese 








These proceedings include both the presentations 
delivered and discussions carried out during the 







This series comprises scholarly books in English 
representing the high quality of research carried 
out by Nichibunken faculty. Several volumes have 
been co-published with publishing houses in the 
U.S. and Europe.
Shūhei Hosokawa, Sentiment, Language, and the Arts: The Japanese-
Brazilian Heritage, translated by Paul Warham. Brill, 2019.
Sueki Fumihiko, Philosophy Live: A Perspective from Japan, 
translated by Lynne E. Riggs and Takechi Manabu. International 






























































Nanyan Guo and Takashi Shogimen, Japanese Studies Down Under: 
History, Politics, Literature and Art, Overseas Symposium 2016 in 
Otago. March 2018.
Takii Kazuhiro, ed., The Lost Two Decades and the Future of 
Japanese Studies / The Lost Two Decades and the Transformation 







Compilations of papers of the Overseas 









Records of the presentations delivered by 
visiting research scholars at the monthly 
Nichibunken Forum. Since 1988, 148 volumes 



















Catalogues of Nichibunken 
Library Holdings
Catalogue of the Japanese Language Books (as 
of December 1993). 1994.
Catalogue of the Foreign Language Books. 1994.
Catalogue of Pre-1900 Printed Books on Japan 
in European Languages in the Library of the 
International Research Center for Japanese 
Studies. 1998, 1999, 2018.
Hiroshige Collection Catalogue. 2001.
Sōda Collection Catalogue: Books. 2001.
Sōda Collection Catalogue: Pictorial and 
Miscellaneous Materials. 2002.
Catalogue of Books Formerly in the Collection 
of Hiroshige Tetsu. 2002.
Noma Collection Catalogue. 2005.
Catalogue of Books Formerly in the Collection 
of Takahashi Masashi. 2005.
Hazama Collection Catalogue. 2006.
The Japan-China Library Collection Catalogue. 2011.
Catalogue of the Unno Collection. 2013.




Japanese Studies around the World
This series contains information on Japanese 
Studies research being conducted outside of 
Japan. The first volume came out in 1990.
JAPANESE STUDIES AROUND THE WORLD
世界の日本研究 2019
楠 綾子 編Edited by KUSUNOKI Ayako
国際日本文化研究センター



















































































Nichibunken　Nos.1, 1988 – 64, 2020
Nichibunken has been the Center’s Japanese-
language public relations periodical since 1988. 
Published once annually, it contains essays, reports 
of research activities and research cooperation, 
updates on team research projects, and other news 
and information from faculty and visiting faculty 
members.
NICHIBUNKEN NEWSLETTER　Nos.1, 1988–98, 2020
The NICHIBUNKEN NEWSLETTER, a semi-
annual bulletin in Japanese and English, was 
launched in 1988. After moving to an online plat-
form in 2020, the Newsletter continues to provide 
the latest information from Nichibunken, includ-
ing reports on research projects, messages from 
faculty members, publications, and notices of new 






















Images of Japan in Non-Japanese Sources, 
vols. 1–5. International Research Center 
for Japanese Studies, 2007–2014.
“Japan as Seen from Abroad” Series, vols. 
1–10. 2007–2014.
Kokusai Nihon Bunka Kenkyū Sentā 25-nen 
shi: Shiryōhen. International Research 
Center for Japanese Studies, 2012.
Shin Nihongaku tanjō: Kokusai Nihon Bunka 
Kenkyū Sentā no 25-nen. Kadokawa 
Gakugei Shuppan, 2012.
Nichibunken ga wakakatta koro: Sōritsu 30 
shūnen kinen shashinshū. International 
Research Center for Japanese Studies, 
2017.
Ihō kara/e no manazashi: Mirareru Nihon 

























































































































































Public Programs and Lectures
社会貢献
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Public Lectures
Held in Nichibunken’s auditorium. Nichibunken’s faculty 
give lectures on their research activities with the objective of 
promoting Japanese studies.
＊ No public lectures were held during the academic year 2019 due to 
retrofitting of the auditorium.
Nichibunken Open Day
In autumn each year, the library, seminar rooms, and other 
facilities are opened to the general public, and lectures by 
Nichibunken’s faculty are held in the auditorium. Rare books 
and photographs from Nichibunken’s collection are also put on 
display, and databases are introduced to the public.
   Nichibunken Open Day was not held in the academic year 
2019. In its place a Nichibunken Special Public Symposium was 
held in an outside location.
Date November 9, 2019
Place Kyoto Institute, Library and Archives
Theme  Emperors and Imperial Succession: Perspectives from Past 
and Present
Speakers  Nakanishi Susumu (Professor Emeritus, Nichibunken), 
Isoda Michifumi (Associate Professor, Nichibunken), 
Kuramoto Kazuhiro (Professor, Nichibunken), John 
Breen (Professor, Nichibunken), Kimizuka Naotaka (Pro-
fessor, Kanto Gakuin University)
Attendance 396
Nichibunken-IHJ Forum
Nichibunken and the International House of Japan in Tokyo 
collaborate in presenting the Nichibunken-IHJ Forum lectures. 
The series of lectures is intended to deepen understanding of 
Japan and the Japanese from a variety of perspectives.
2019 Total Attendance: 89  Place: International House of Japan (Tokyo)
The 17th
Japanese Performing Arts in the Spanish-speaking World: Their 
Reception and the Role of a New Web Encyclopedia
Date June 5, 2019
Speaker Mauricio Martinez Rodriguez
 (Visiting Research Scholar, Nichibunken)
Commentator Richard Emmert (Professor, Musashino University)
Attendance 53
The 18th 
Nichibunken's Three Decades: A Critical-Analytical Survey and 
Some Outlooks
Date November 22, 2019
Speaker  Isomae Jun’ichi (Professor, Nichibunken)
Commentator James E. Ketelaar (Visiting Research Scholar, Nichibunken)
 Anna Dulina (Visiting Research Scholar, Nichibunken)
Attendance 36
Scholar-in-School Talks
As part of its activities reaching out to the local community, 
Nichibunken scholars occasionally give talks for the fifth and 
sixth graders at nearby Kyoto Katsurazaka Elementary School to 
give them a glimpse of the research going on at Nichibunken.
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４．総合研究大学院大学の授業を聴講できます日　本 中　国 合 計
１年次 2 1 3
２年次 2 2 4
３年次 8 6 14
合　計 12 9 21
2015年度 2016年度 2017年度 2018年度 2019年度
人数
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Education at SOKENDAI
Nichibunken is the institutional home of the Department of 
Japanese Studies in the School of Cultural and Social Studies at 
the Graduate University for Advanced Studies, SOKENDAI.
　SOKENDAI is a national university founded in 1988 as Japan’s 
first institution of higher learning devoted exclusively to graduate 
education. The university is a consortium institution with 18 
inter-university research institutes serving as parent institutions 
for its departments in the natural sciences, humanities, and 
social sciences. Each of the parent institutions offers the finest 
in graduate education. The university aims to nurture creative 
scholars with wide-ranging vision and international awareness 
who will take the lead in the latest trends in research.
Department of Japanese Studies: Overview
The Department of Japanese Studies is organized as a single 
administrative unit in order to facilitate the international and 
interdisciplinary pursuit of Japanese studies encompassing the 
humanities, social sciences, as well as natural sciences. A special 
feature of our graduate study program is that all the faculty 
participate in teaching and research guidance.
　The department requires graduate students to take three 
courses—“Theory and Methodology in Japanese Studies,” 
“Interdisciplinary Research,” and “Dissertation Writing 
Guidance”—which set forth the theoretical and methodological 
basis for conducting Japanese studies in global perspective. Through 
these courses and directed research, we hope to foster researchers 
with creative and highly specialized perspectives who are equipped 
to undertake comprehensive approaches of a broad interdisciplinary 
nature crossing the lines of multiple fields of study.
Doctoral Degree Recipients for the Academic 
Year 2019












・Tokyo Institute of Technology










Special Inter-Institutional Research Fellows
Inter-University Research Institute faculty cooperate in education 
and research at the graduate level in response to requests by 
national, public, and private universities, in addition to the 
individual research they conduct.
  Nichibunken accepts graduate students who are majoring in 
fields related to Japanese studies as “special inter-institutional 
research fellows.”
■ Merits
1. Receive guidance in your research.
2. Have access to plentiful research materials.
3. Participate in a wide variety of research seminars and other 
events.
4. Audit classes at the Graduate University for Advanced Studies, 
SOKENDAI.
Number of Students accepted 2015–2019
Number of Students in the Department of Japanese 
Studies, by Nationality（As of May 1, 2020）
Japan China Total
1st yr. 2 1 3
2nd yr. 2 2 4
3rd yr. 8 6 14
Total 12 9 21
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019




The Humane Treatment of Animals in Postwar 
Japan: Social Movements for the Humane Treatment 
(of Dogs and Cats) and the Administration and 
Management of Animal Protection, 1947-2000
KATAOKA
Mai
Between Shōsetsu and the ‘Novel’: With a Focus 
on the English Translation and the Publishing 




Practical Utility in Ruling the Realm and Calligraphy 

























































































































































































































Inter-University Research Institute Corporation, National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU)
大学共同利用機関法人  人間文化研究機構
51International Research Center for Japanese Studies
NIHU carries out research on the human sciences and aims to create new value systems that will genuinely enrich our lives.
NIHU is one of the four inter-university research institute corporations in Japan. It 
consists of six inter-university research institutes that specialize in humanities re-
search. Each of the institutes is deeply involved in foundational research in their field 
as both a domestic and international research center. The six institutes interact in a 
complementary fashion and carry out research that transcends the frameworks of 
traditional disciplines. They also cooperate with other research organizations domes-
tically and internationally in their attempt to identify and solve modern day issues.
Four inter-university research institute 














National Institutes for the Humanities
Administrative Headquarters
NIHU・TOKYO
















for Humanity and Nature
RIHN・KYOTO
Research and Communications
In 2016, two new centers, the Center for Transdisciplinary Inno-
vation (CTI) and the Center for Information and Public Relations 
(CIP) were established to improve governance at NIHU.
The two Centers promote international collaborative research by 
building a research network around the six institutes. At the same 
time, the Centers communicate their research globally and are 
committed to developing next generation scholars.
Center for Transdisciplinary Innovation (CTI)
CTI strengthens mutual cooperation between the six institutes 
and leads NIHU’s Transdisciplinary Projects that collaborate with 
universities and research institutions in Japan and overseas.
●NIHU Transdisciplinary Projects
■ Institute-based Projects 
REKIHAKU: Constructing Integrated Studies of Cultural and Research 
Resources, and Renovating Sharing Infrastructures of Research 
Resources in Japanese History and Cultures
NIJL:  Project to Build an International Collaborative Research 
Network for Pre-modern Japanese Texts
NINJAL:  A New Integration of Japanese Language Studies based on 
Diverse Language Resources
NICHIBUNKEN: Historical and International Research into Popular Culture to 
Pursue New Images of Japan
RIHN:  Transformation towards Sustainable Futures in Complex 
Human-Nature Systems in Asia
MINPAKU:  Info-Forum Museum for Cultural Resources of the World
■ Multidisciplinary Collaborative Projects
Change of Local Communities and Reconstruction of Community Cultures 
after Disasters in Japanese Archipelago
Rethinking Eco-health in Asia 
Development of a Field of Comprehensive Bibliographical Studies from an 
Interdisciplinary Perspective
■ Network-based Projects 
NIHU Area Studies
　Northeast Asia    Modern Middle East    South Asia 
Japan-related Documents and Artifacts Held Overseas: NIHU International 
Collaborative Research and Utilization
　Insights into Japan-related Overseas Artifacts and Documents from 
19th-century Europe, Research and Use: Developing the Foundation for 
International Collaboration in Transmitting Japanese Culture
　Research, Conservation and Utilization of the Marega Collection Preserved 
in the Vatican Library
　A Survey, Study and Use of the Japan-related Documents and Artifacts in 
North America: Socio-historical Approach to ‘Modern Overseas Material 
Informatics’
　Coordination between Projects to Make Effective Use of Research Results
Center for Information and Public Relations (CIP)
CIP consolidates data related to human cultures by gathering 
information and research results from researchers affiliated with 
NIHU, and important documents and materials from the archives 
of the six institutes. The materials are made available to the 
public.
■ Advanced Collaboration Systems　　 nihuINT　http://int.nihu.jp/
nihuINT  https://int.nihu.jp/?lang=en&
Comprehensive search engine for databases operated by the six NIHU 
institutes as well as other organizations. 
■ Research Resource Databases and Publications  
NIHU Repository   
　Cloud-based NIHU repository giving users comprehensive access to 
research papers from the six NIHU institutes.
Researcher’s Profile  http://nrd.nihu.jp/search?m=home&l=en
　Comprehensive database containing information on researchers throughout 
NIHU.
Portal site for Japanese Studies   http://www.nihu.jp/en/publication/resources/
japan_links_profile
　English Resource Guide for Japanese Studies and Humanities in Japan.
NIHU Magazine  https://www.nihu.jp/en/publication/nihu_magazine
　A bilingual (Japanese and English-language) publication that covers topics 
such as the latest research trends, results and activities at NIHU.
■ NIHU Symposiums
NIHU organizes symposiums for the general public in order to share the 
comprehensive human culture related research resources and results it has 
accumulated.
　36th: “ Exhibiting Japan Abroad: Exploring the Significance of the ‘KIZUNA: 
Japan | Wales | Design Exhibition,’” Oct, 2019
　37th: “ Boundaries of the ‘natural’ and ‘supernatural’” Nov, 2019
　38th: “ Worlds of History Opened Up by Computers: Considering the Digital 
Humanities,” Jan, 2020
■ Industry-Academia Collaborations
NIHU collaborates with industry and other partners to give back its fruits of 
research to society.
　Joint symposium with Ajinomoto Foundation for Dietary Culture 























































Inter-University Research Institute Corporation, National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU)




April—An ad hoc committee on the International Research Center for Japanese Studies was established by the Ministry of 





March 31—The investigative committee presented its final report on plans for the Center.
創設準備室（梅原猛室長）設置（4月5日）
April 5—The Preparatory Office for the Establishment of the International Research Center for Japanese Studies was established 




May 21—The International Research Center for Japanese Studies was established in Kyoto as an Inter-University Research 
Institute of the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture.
初代所長に梅原猛準備室長就任、管理部、研究部を設置









July 27—The South Research Wing and the Research Exchange Wing were completed, and the Center moved to its current site 
in Goryo Oeyama-cho.
情報・管理棟、国際交流棟、図書館完成、開所式を挙行（12月10日）
December 10—The Information and Administration Wing, International Exchange Wing and the Library were completed, and 

























March 25—Nichibunken House’s single-occupancy apartments were completed.
文化資料研究企画室を設置（4月1日）




The form of establishment of the International Research Center for Japanese Studies was changed and the Center became a 












March—Publication of Kokusai Nihon Bunka Kenkyū Sentā 25-nenshi: Shiryōhen [The 25 Year History of the International 
Research Center for Japanese Studies: Reference].
創立 25 周年を祝う会を開催（5月23日）
May 23—Party to celebrate the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Nichibunken.
『新・日本学誕生国際日本文化研究センターの 25 年』発行（10月30日）
October 30—Publication of Shin Nihongaku tanjō: Kokusai Nihon Bunka Kenkyū Sentā no 25-nen [The Birth of the New 












March 31—The Office for Virtual Resources was closed.
総合情報発信室を設置（4月1日）
April 1―The Office of Digital Resources, Publications, and Public Information was established.
創立 30 周年記念式典を挙行（5月17日）

























































53International Research Center for Japanese Studies
国 立 歴 史 民 俗 博 物 館
National Museum of Japanese History
国 文 学 研 究 資 料 館
National Institute of Japanese Literature
国 立 国 語 研 究 所
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics
総 合 地 球 環 境 学 研 究 所
Research Institute for Humanity and Nature
国 立 民 族 学 博 物 館
National Museum of Ethnology
大学共同利用機関法人人間文化研究機構













海 外 研 究 交 流 室





研 究 協 力 課
Research Cooperation Section
検 収 室






Library Resources Section情 報 管 理 施 設




総 合 情 報 発 信 室
Office of Digital Resources, Publications, and Public Information
インスティテューショナル・リサーチ室



















































































































































54 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
埴原　和郎 * (1993)  Hanihara Kazurō*
河合　隼雄 * (1994) Kawai Hayao*
久野　　昭 * (1994) Kuno Akira*
伊東俊太郎 (1995) Itō Shuntarō
梅原　　猛 * (1995) Umehara Takeshi*
中西　　進 (1995) Nakanishi Susumu
速水　　融 * (1995) Hayami Akira*
村井　康彦 (1995) Murai Yasuhiko
杉本秀太郎 * (1996)  Sugimoto Hidetarō*
芳賀　　徹 * (1997) Haga Tōru*
濱口　惠俊 * (1997)  Hamaguchi Eshun*
山折　哲雄 (1997) Yamaori Tetsuo
山田　慶兒 (1997) Yamada Keiji
飯田　経夫 * (1998) Iida Tsuneo*
尾本　惠市 (1999) Omoto Keiichi
石井　紫郎 (2001) Ishii Shirō
木村　　汎 * (2002) Kimura Hiroshi*




今谷　　明 (2008) Imatani Akira
片倉もとこ * (2008) Katakura Motoko*
千田　　稔 (2008)  Senda Minoru
合庭　　惇 (2009) Aiba Atsushi
井波　律子 * (2009) Inami Ritsuko*
猪木　武徳 (2012) Inoki Takenori
安田　喜憲 (2012) Yasuda Yoshinori
宇野　隆夫 (2013) Uno Takao
鈴木　貞美 (2013) Suzuki Sadami
白幡洋三郎 (2014) Shirahata Yōzaburō
戸部　良一 (2014) Tobe Ryōichi
笠谷和比古 (2015) Kasaya Kazuhiko
末木文美士 (2015) Sueki Fumihiko
早川　聞多 (2015) Hayakawa Monta
パトリシア・フィスター (2019) Patricia Fister
小松　和彦 (2020) Komatsu Kazuhiko
細川　周平 (2020) Hosokawa Shūhei
名誉教授 　Professors Emeriti
( ) The year when the title was conferred
＊ Deceased









Umehara Takeshi 1987.5.21～ 1995.5.20
Kawai Hayao 1995.5.21～ 2001.5.20
Yamaori Tetsuo 2001.5.21～ 2005.5.20
Katakura Motoko 2005.5.21～ 2008.3.31
Inoki Takenori 2008. 4. 1～ 2012.3.31
Komatsu Kazuhiko 2012. 4. 1～2020.3.31























































55International Research Center for Japanese Studies
＊研究部教授が併任
所長 教授 准教授 助教 外国人研究員 小計 事務職員 技術職員 合計
所長 1 1 1
研究部
専任教員 15 3 2 20 20
特任研究員 1 1 1
国内客員教員 3 7 10 10
外国人研究員 6 6 6
海外研究交流室 専任教員 1 1 1
総合情報発信室 専任教員 2 1 3 3
インスティテューショナル・
リサーチ室
専任教員 ＊ 1 1 1
情報管理施設 ＊ 10 3 13
管理部 22 2 24
合計 1 20 10 6 6 43 32 5 80
職員数（2020年5月1日）
2017 年度 2018 年度
科学研究費補助金受入額 27,056 29,600

























研究種目 研究代表者 研究課題 研究期間
基盤研究（Ａ）〔一般〕
磯前 順一 教授 人権と差別をめぐる比較宗教史 2019～2021
関野 樹 教授 多面的な時空間範囲の同定と記述法の開発－緯度・経度／年月日からの脱却 2020～2023
基盤研究（B）〔一般〕
坪井 秀人 教授 〈難民〉の時代とその表現：1930 ─ 50 年代北東アジアにおける移動と文化活動 2017～2020
安井 眞奈美 教授 出産の危機状況を医療、女性の身体、子供の命の視点から解明するエスノグラフィー研究 2019～2022
根川 幸男 プロジェクト研究員 近代日本人のグローバル移動と動植物交換をめぐる文明史的研究 2020～2024
基盤研究（C）〔一般〕
根川 幸男 プロジェクト研究員 越境的時空間及びメディアとしての移民船をめぐる文明史的研究 2017～2020
倉本 一宏 教授 『歴代残闕日記』所収平安時代古記録のデータベース化 2018～2020
大塚 英志 教授 戦時下の〈二次創作〉と〈共栄圏〉メディアミックスの研究 2018～2020
楠 綾子 准教授 日本外交における「自主」「自立」の実像と虚像―1950 年代の対米自主路線の考察 2018～2020
石上 阿希 特任助教 17 ～ 18 世紀の京都における「知」の大衆化―絵入百科事典を中心として― 2018～2021
フレデリック・クレインス 教授 近世初期における日蘭関係の構造に関する基礎的研究 2019～2023
石川 肇 助教 時代劇研究の新分野　―東映京都撮影所における「有形無形文化資料」の調査活用 2020～2022
白石 恵理 助教 アイヌ表象の伝播と変遷 2020～2022
前川 志織 特任助教 戦間期日本の嗜好品広告における間メディア性 2020～2022
若手研究
呉座 勇一 助教 戦後歴史学の史学史的研究―日本中世史研究の政治的性格を中心に― 2018～2020
稲垣 智恵 プロジェクト研究員 対外接触による近現代日中言語表現の変遷 2019～2022
小川 仁 機関研究員 イタリア都市貴族と日本人―異文化との直接的邂逅とイメージの受容― 2019～2021
研究活動スタート支援 プラダン・ゴウランガ 機関研究員 日本古典文学の国際的な展開―欧米における『方丈記』の受容について 2019～2020
特別研究員奨励費
西山 由理花 JSPS 特別研究員（PD） 浜口雄幸と政党政治の崩壊 2018～2020
中川 真弓 JSPS 特別研究員（RPD） 鎌倉時代における願文作品についての基礎的研究 2018～2020
荒木 浩 教授
国際化時代の新たな日本古典学―ベトナムにおける教育実践の研究― 2018～2020（研究分担者： グエン・ヴー・クイン・ニュー 
JSPS 外国人特別研究員）
























































Staff Numbers / Closing of Accounts / Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research























Nichibunken was founded for the purposes of studying Japanese culture in an integrated, interdisciplinary manner 
with an international perspective and to provide research 
information and other support for Japan scholars throughout the 
world. The buildings of Nichibunken are intended to integrate 
the necessary facilities with their functions in order to convert 
the founding spirit of Nichibunken into tangible form. 
① Research Wing
Facilities for research activities, especially team research 
projects.
② International Exchange Wing
The International Exchange Wing houses seminar rooms, 
which provides information and materials to researchers and 
institutions in Japan and abroad.
③  Library, Library Annex Ⅰ, Library Annex Ⅱ,
    Library Annex Ⅲ
Facilities for collecting, arranging, and disseminating 
information.
④ Auditorium
The Auditorium is used for international conferences and 
symposiums, as well as for public lectures.
⑤ Nichibunken House
Nichibunken’s residential facilities, known as Nichibunken 
House, provide housing for visiting researchers from Japan 
and abroad.
⑥ Services Wing
The Services Wing houses a restaurant and other service 
facilities for Nichibunken faculty and staff.
⑦ Information and Administration Wing
These facilities are for research support and for the 
management and operation of the institution.
General Information
Address:  3-2 Goryo Oeyama-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
  610-1192 Japan
Area/zone regulation:  Category 1 mid- and high-rise, exclusive 
residential zone, Category 1 (15 m) high-rise area
Lot area:  31,120㎡

































































The flow of information and materials of the various strands 
of research converge in the Common Room. Researchers 
from both Japan and abroad share this room, promoting the 
collection and exchange of research information. Equipped 
with office supplies and copy and fax machines, the Common 







With a capacity of about 60 people, Conference Room I can 
be used as a venue for team research and symposiums. The 
octagonal space fosters a sense of unity. The illuminated 







The reading room has a capacity of approximately 600,000 
volumes. The indirect lighting coordinates beautifully with 
natural light coming through stained glass windows placed at 






This Seminar Room, with capacity for 100 people, is suitable 










The Auditorium is used for conferences and symposiums, 
as well as performances of theater, traditional performing 
arts, and music. This multi-purpose facility was created as 
a symbol of the openness of Nichibunken for its mission to 
promote and spread a wide range of traditional Japanese 
culture. The room is shaped like a fan, allowing the audience 
to see one another as well as the stage. This design is 
intended to create a sense of community.
福利施設棟




The Services Wing is a place for refreshment and relaxation 
with a 48-seat capacity restaurant and a special 12-seat 








Nichibunken House consists of family- and single-occupancy 
units. Family-occupancy units are primarily for visiting research 
scholars who stay for a long term, with their families. Single-
occupancy units comprise two zones, one for long-term users 
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図書資料（冊数）
種別 外国語図書 日本語図書 合計
外書：外国語で書かれた日本研究図書及び訳書 70,588 5,606 76,194
日本研究に必要な基本図書 115,102 364,274 479,376
日本研究に関する文献目録など 2,843 9,054 11,897



















Items Foreign Language Books
Japanese 
Language Books Total
Japanese studies and related books in foreign 
languages 70,588 5,606 76,194
Basic books for Japanese studies 115,102 364,274 479,376
Indexes, catalogues, etc. of literature related to 
Japanese studies 2,843 9,054 11,897
Total 188,533 378,934 567,467
Periodicals
Items Number of Titles Current Subscriptions
Japanese periodicals 7,396 1,328
Foreign periodicals 1,538 191
Total 8,934 1,519
Audio-Visual Materials
Items Number of Items Contents
DVDs 4,546 Japanese movies, Kabuki performances, etc.
Videotapes 3,459 Japanese movies, traditional performing arts, etc.
CD-ROMs 416 Reference materials such as dictionaries
CDs 2,135 Traditional performing arts, etc.
LDs 48 Animations, etc.
LPs／SPs 8,275 Rōkyoku, etc.
Cassette tapes 131 Performing arts (Folk songs, enka), etc.
Antique photographs 5,639 Photographs taken in the late-Edo and early-Meiji era as souvenirs
Glass photographs 4,848 Glass photographic plates
Negatives of Japanese 
photographs 162,000
Negatives of Japanese photographs taken by the late Asano Kiichi, 
Takahashi Yoshiyuki and Okazaki Ayaakira
（朝鮮風俗）家庭（朝鮮写真絵はがきデータベースより）






























































（As of April 1, 2020）












































































































































































































































































“The Catfish and the Keystone” 
(Namazu-e Collection Database)
「桃太郎」ちりめん本データベースより
Les contes du vieux Japon, No.1 Momotaro 
(Chirimen-bon [Crepe-paper Books] Database)
「大坂城」（モンタヌス『日本誌』）日本関係欧文貴
重書データベースより
“The Castle of Osacca” (Arnoldus Montanus, Atlas 
























































62 International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Western Books on Japan
Chirimen-bon (Crepe-paper Books) Database of high-resolution images of chirimen-bon (Japanese folktales written in other languages, 
printed on Japanese washi paper made for export in the Meiji and Taishō eras), held at Nichibunken.
77 items
Rare Books and Maps on Japan in 
European Languages
Database of rare books and maps related to Japan in European languages (1550-1860s) in the 
Nichibunken Library. In addition to graphic images of all pages of these rare books, the database 
contains bibliographic information, tables of contents of the books, and captions for the illustrations.
264 items
Catalogue of pre-1900 Western-
language Publications Related to 
Japan
Digitization of a three-volume, indexed catalogue of pre-1900 published works in Western languages 
in the Nichibunken collection that contain material about Japan.
1,057 items
Overseas Images of Japan, Early Photographs
Overseas Images of Japan Nichibunken’s collection of photographs, illustrations, and other images (with source information) 
extracted from Japan-related publications from around the world.
56,913 items
Early Photographs Hand-colored photographs (with source information) of Japan from the late Edo period and the 
beginning of the Meiji era in the Nichibunken collection.
5,431 items 
Strange Phenomena and Yōkai （Ghosts, Monsters, Spirits） Related Materials
Illustrations of Strange Phenomena 
and Yōkai (Ghosts, Monsters, Spirits)
High-resolution digital images of picture scrolls depicting yōkai monsters in the Nichibunken 
collection.
29 items
Paintings of Strange Phenomena 
and Yōkai (Ghosts, Monsters, Spirits)
Database of images of a wide variety of strange phenomena and yōkai depicted in paintings. 4,202 items
Folktales of Strange Phenomena 
and Yōkai (Ghosts, Monsters, Spirits)
Bibliographic information on yōkai and mysterious phenomena reported in folklore studies and other 
fields research.
35,089 items
Namazu-e Collection Collections of namazu-e (catfish prints) owned by Nichibunken. Namazu-e are color prints depicting 
the myth of giant catfish living underground as the cause of earthquakes.
87 items
Ukiyo-e, Emakimono, Art
Ehon (Ukiyo-e Shunga) Database of basic bibliographic data and digitized high resolution images of Edo period ehon (erotic 
ukiyo-e books) in the Nichibunken collection.
439 items
Emakimono (Picture Scrolls) Database of high-resolution digital images of emakimono (picture scrolls) held at Nichibunken. 30 items
Japanese Art Overseas Contains images of and original source information on works of Japanese art (paintings, woodblock 
prints, netsuke, ceramics, lacquerware, sculpture, metalwork, etc.) in the collections of the Pushkin 
State Museum of Fine Arts and the State Hermitage Museum in Russia, the Ferenc Hopp Museum of 
East Asian Arts in Hungary, as well as other museums in Hungary and the Czech Republic.
8,673 items 
Ukiyo-e in the Library of Congress 
Collection
Images of ukiyo-e prints in the Library of Congress Collection in the United States, along with 
commentaries on the prints.
2,741 items
Genji Monogatari (1654 Version) in 
the Library of Congress Collection
Full image data of the Shōō-ban Genji monogatari, a 1654 version of the illustrated Tale of Genji (texts: 
54 volumes, commentaries: 6 volumes) in the collection of the Library of Congress in the United 
States.
60 items
Nara Ehon in the Library of 
Congress Collection
Images of the Nara ehon (“Nara picture books”) in the Library of Congress Collection in the United 
States, along with commentaries.
4 items
Pictorial and Biographical Works
Early Modern Illustrated 
Encyclopedias
A database of illustrated encyclopedias published in early modern Japan. Includes Kinmōzui (1666) 
and other “Kinmōzui”-type encylopedias as well as books with pictorial and diagramed information. 
Although described as “early modern,” this database covers the period up to and including the early 
Meiji era.
2,253items
Folklore Illustrations High resolution images of all pages of the ezōshi, or illustrated story books from the Edo period, in 
the Nichibunken collection.
458 items
Illustrations of Historic Places in 
Kyoto
Database of digitized high-resolution images of Edo-period and Meiji-era meisho zue illustrated 
guidebooks of famous places in Kyoto held at Nichibunken. The database has been constructed to 
help researchers study the lifestyles and customs of old Kyoto through such guidebooks.
24 items
Heian Jinbutsu Shi (Who’s Who in 
Old Kyoto)
Images, complete text, and index to the Heian jinbutsu shi who’s who (collection of Nichibunken) 
published between 1768 and 1867.
927 pages
Tanzaku, or Poems by Noteworthy 
Kyoto Personages
Images of rectangular poem cards (tanzaku) with verses brushed by the figures who appear in the 
Heian jinbutsu shi (held at Nichibunken), text versions of the verses and source data.
947 items
Kyoto Festivals and Customs Paintings on silk by Nakajima Sōyō and explanatory texts by Kyoto scholar Ema Tsutomu from 
Miyako nenjū gyōji gajō (1928; owned by Nichibunken), a picture album depicting annual festivals 
and customs of Kyoto.
103 items
Maps
Nichibunken Map Collection Contains information on the whereabouts of old maps, mainly urban maps made in early modern 
Japan. Images attached for maps in the Nichibunken collection.
979 items
Maps drawn by Mori Kōan This database collects maps drawn by Mori Kōan, a draftsman and map-maker active in the mid-Edo 
period. It allows viewing of some of the images published in the Zōho kaitei Mori Kōan no egaita 
chizu (Maps Drawn by Mori Kōan), published in the Nichibunken Japanese Studies Series (No. 54). 
383 items
Yoshida Hatsusaburō Bird’s-eye 
View Maps
Database of images of the bird’s-eye view maps made by Yoshida Hatsusaburō (1884–1955) and other 
artists of his time.
591 items
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Kojiruien
Kojiruien Full Text Kojiruien is an exhaustive encyclopedia of Japanese culture of over 67,000 pages and more than 
40,000 entries, launched as a national project by the Meiji government and published in the Meiji 
and Taishō eras. In collaboration with the National Institute of Japanese Literature and other 
organizations, Nichibunken has converted [been converting] the entire text of the Kojiruien into a 
database and been making it available in stages to the public. 
17,200 pages
Kojiruien Page Search System To make the Kojiruien more easily and widely available to Japan specialists in and outside Japan, this 
database has an easy-to-use search function, based on the 51-volume edition of the Kojiruien (bound 
in Western-book format) published in the Taishō era (1912–1926).
51 items
Records and Accounts
Letters Addressed to Inoue 
Tetsujirō
Database containing letters addressed to philosopher Inoue Tetsujirō (1856–1944) from prominent 




Images of 9 Japanese-language newspapers published in São Paulo (Brazil), San Francisco (USA), 
and Buenos Aires (Argentina).
8,277 items
Kinsei Kijinden (Prominent 
Figures of Our Times)
Digitized full text and illustrations of the Kinsei kijinden (parts 1 and 2, published in the 1790s), a 
collection of biographies of Edo-period figures (artists, poets, etc.). Chinese and kana characters in 
the old form have been replaced with present-day equivalents. Characters not in the JIS Code have 
been replaced with JIS Code characters having the same meaning and pronunciation.
97 items
Illustrated Record of the Iwakura 
Embassy 1871-73
The illustrations and the text that refers to them in the Bei-Ō kairan jikki (The Iwakura Embassy), 
compiled by Kume Kunitake and published in 1878.
317 items
Heian-Period Chronicles (Old 
Diaries, Historical Documents)
Database in kundoku of the full texts of diaries and other old records from the mid-Heian period. 
Now available (as of April 1, 2019) are the following: 
Shōyūki, the diary of Fujiwara no Sanesuke (updating) 
Gonki, the diary of Fujiwara no Yukinari
Midō kanpakuki, the diary of Regent Fujiwara no Michinaga
Sakeiki, the diary of Minamoto no Tsuneyori (updating)
Shunki, the diary of Fujiwara no Sukefusa
Rekidai zanketsu nikki, an assorted collection of valuable but incomplete diaries of notable 
personages from the Heian period (updating)
A digital reproduction of the Saikyūshō, a hand-written copy of the Saikyūki, a Heian book of ritual, 
containing numerous fragments of ancient records, is also now accessible to the public.
13,773 items
Medieval Zen Texts The complete digitalized text for Zen related works of the medieval era. 2,351items
Korean Photo Picture Postcards Picture postcards of Korea published 1900-1940 (collection of Yamamoto Shunsuke, Kyoto; former 
researcher at the Koryo Museum of Art, Kyoto) are presented in digital format together with 
publication data and other details.
6,516 items
Civil Court Rulings Files Images of all the texts of the court rulings in civil cases from 1868 to 1890 (Meiji 1 to 23). 549,101 items
Waka, Renga, Haikai
Haikai The major haikai collections, including those of Bashō and Buson. This material, collected over many 
years by Seta Katsuhiro of the Nara National College of Technology, was donated to Nichibunken in 
support of Japanese studies.
25,652 items
Renga Contains all renga collections composed before the Eiroku era (up until the death of renga poet 
Sōyō in 1563) and the major works composed from the Eiroku era until the Bakumatsu period. This 
material, collected over many years by Professor Seta Katsuhiro of the Nara National College of 
Technology, has been donated to Nichibunken in support of Japanese studies.
197,228 items
Renga Association Examples Database of renga-associated vocabulary, created by extracting, from the verses recorded in 
Nichibunken’s renga database, the lexical patterns that appear in the preceding stanza (maeku) and 
the linking stanza (tsukeku) that is added to it. Users of this database can search these lexical patterns 
either using the maeku/tsukeku or verse collection title. The database is linked a digitized version of 
“Rensō goi yōrei jiten” (Dictionary of Usage of Associated Vocabulary) included in Yamada Shōji 
and Iwai Shigeki, eds., Renga no hassō rensō goi yōrei jiten to sono nettowāku kaiseki, Nichibunken 
Japanese Studies (No.38).
―
Waka Contains all twenty-one imperial anthologies, including Man’yōshū, and major private waka 
collections such as Fuboku wakashū. This material, collected by Seta Katsuhiro over many years, was 
donated to Nichibunken in support of Japanese studies.
190,423 items
Bibliographic Database
Catalogue of the Research Center 
for the History of Sino-Japanese 
Relations
Catalogue information for the former collection of the Sino-Japanese Historical Research Center, 




Noma Archives (Rare European 
Medical Books)
Database of the Noma Collection, including sixteenth-century books on human anatomy, donated to 
Nichibunken by the Noma Research Archives for Science and Medicine (closed in 2003). 
73 items
Sōda Archives: Pictorial and 
Miscellaneous Materials
Mainly illustrations from the Sōda Archives of books and illustrations relating to histories of 
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Other Search Engines / Databases
Kigo Keyword Search This database, which contains more than 35,000 kigo (seasonal words) entries, has been developed as 
a search tool for Nichibunken’s waka, renga, and haikai databases. It can be used separately to search 
for kigo words.
―
Nichibunken Library Bibliographic information on books and periodicals from around the world, held at Nichibunken, 
providing an almost complete picture of written materials and images in the Nichibunken collection.
―
Overseas Japanese Studies 
Institutions
Information on Japanese studies institutions and individual researchers around the world. ―
Databases for Onsite Use Only
WebGIS Japanese Maps Current prefectural maps for online viewing. 1 item
Okazaki Ayaakira’s Garden 
Photographs
Provides digital images of garden photographs in the collection of Nichibunken taken by Okazaki 
Ayaakira, landscape gardener, dendrologist and professor emeritus of Kyoto University, as well as 
their basic data (region, location, and data of the photo).
14,261 items





High-resolution images including early maps, as well as maps prepared by the Geographical Survey 
Institute, are available to researchers through the internal Nichibunken network.
―
Japanese Art Overseas Contains images of and original source information on works of Japanese art (paintings, woodblock 
prints, netsuke, ceramics, lacquerware, sculpture, metalwork, etc.) in the collections of the British 
Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum in the UK, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the 
USA, as well as numerous other museums in North America and Europe.
13,705 items 
Catalog of Old Photograph 
Collection
This catalog lists the images and bibliographic information for hand-colored photographs in the 
Nichibunken collection from the late Edo period through the early Meiji era.
888 items
Collected Paintings of Night 
Parade Demons
Database of paintings of hyakki yakō (night parade of demons) collected for research use as part of the 




Platter, De corporis humani structura (Noma 
Archives [Rare European Medical Books] Database)
「長谷雄草紙」絵巻物データベースより




“Bird’s-Eye-View Guide to Famous Places in Kyoto: 
The Imperial Succession “Great Ceremonies,” 
Celebratory Events around the Daimaru 
Department Store” (Yoshida Hatsusaburō Bird’s-
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NIHU Interactive Communication Initiative
International Research Center for Japanese Studies 







Consortium for Global Japanese Studies
Outreach Activities
Publications
Public Programs and Lectures
Graduate Education
Graduate Education
National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU)
Inter-University Research Institute Corporation, 




Staff Numbers / Closing of Accounts /






Sketch of Nichibunken when it was being designed by architect Uchii Shōzō.






 ・タクシーで約 40 分
ＪＲ桂川駅から
 ・ヤサカバス「1」「6」で約 30 分
 ・タクシーで約 20 分
阪急桂駅（西口）から
 ・京都市バス「西５」「西６」で約 30 分
 ・京阪京都交通バス「20」「20B」で約 20 分
 ・タクシーで約 15 分
※ バスはいずれも「桂坂中央」行き、「桂坂小学校前」
又は「花の舞公園前」下車で徒歩約５分
From Kansai International Airport
By Airport Shuttles (Shared Ride): 150-min ride from Kansai International Airport.
From JR Kyoto Station (Karasuma Chuo Exit)
By Bus: Take a Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus #21, #21A bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo.” Get 
off  at “Hananomai Koen-mae” bus stop (45 min.).
Take a Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus #26 bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo.” Get off at 
“Katsurazaka Shogakko-mae” bus stop (45 min.).
By Taxi: 40-min ride from Kyoto Station.
From JR Katsuragawa Station
By Bus: Take a Yasaka Bus #1 or #6 bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo.” Get off at 
“Katsurazaka Shogakko-mae” bus stop or “Hananomai Koen-mae” bus stop (30 min.).
By Taxi: 20-min ride from JR Katsuragawa Station.
From Hankyu Railway Katsura Station (West Exit)
By Bus: Take the Kyoto City Bus “Nishi #5” or “Nishi #6” bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo” 
and get off  at “Katsurazaka Shogakko-mae” bus stop (30 min.).
 Take the Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus #20 or #20B bound for “Katsurazaka Chuo” and get 
off  at “Hananomai Koen-mae” bus stop (20 min.). 
By Taxi: 15-min ride from Katsura Station West exit.










































































































































阪急京都線 Hankyu Railway, Kyoto Line
阪急京都線 Hankyu Railway, Kyoto Line
JR東海道本線（京都線）JR Tokaido Main Line (Kyoto Line)
JR東海道本線（京都線）
JR Tokaido Main Line (Kyoto Line)
関空特急「はるか」
Kansai Airport Limited Express (Haruka)
乗合いタクシー  Airport Shuttles
阪急京都線
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The Nichibunken symbol stands for flowing water. Through association with the nourishing power 
of water and with water as the source of life, the symbol seeks to conjure up not only an image of 
Japanese culture, to the study of which Nichibunken scholars are devoted, but also an image of 
the source of culture everywhere. Implicit in this flowing-water symbol are fluidity and life force, 
articulating the dynamism that defines Nichibunken’s scholarly style. The three lines shaping the 
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